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Chapter 1 General
1.1 Introduction
In preparing this manual, we have selected information from previous manuals and updated it to provide the latest information possible.
Our objective is to present comprehensive information for all United States Power Squadrons
(USPS) members participating in Cooperative Charting, novice and experienced alike. Further, we
have supplied information designed to help with the implementation of the program. It is hoped that
squadron and district chairmen will find this information of value to make their difficult jobs easier.
All the skills required for Cooperative Charting are taught in the USPS educational programs. There
is no requirement to complete any advanced grade or elective course to participate in Cooperative
Charting, but once you get caught up in our enthusiasm you will find a new reason to turn to your
Educational Officer to improve your skills.
The Cooperative Charting year begins on 1 April and ends on 31 March; all reports must be at NOS
two business days before 31 March, or they will be credited to the following year.
Instructions and Guides for the use of CCWeb may be found on the CCWeb site and on the USPS
Web site. The CCWeb Home Page: https://www.ccweb.noaa.gov/ccweb/ . CCWeb is the acronym
for the Cooperative Charting Website. CCWeb is shut down each year for approximately two weeks
for annual maintenance from 1 to 15 April.
We hope that every USPS member will find this manual useful and challenging. We encourage
members to make suggestions for improvements for future editions and to note any errors or typos.
Comments, suggestions, and corrections should be forwarded to the current Rear Commander of this
committee. When making suggestions, please cite the chapter, page, column, and paragraph to make
the correction(s) clear.
1.1.1 Definitions
ANMS
CCWeb
DMAHTC
DGPS
DOP
EPE
GNIS
GPS
G7 To Win
HDOP
JPEG (jpg)
LCD

Automated Notice to Mariners System
Cooperative Charting Web based reporting program
Defense Mapping Agency Hydrographic/Topographic Center
Differential Global Positioning System
Dilution of Precision
Estimated Position Error
Geographic Names Information System
Global Positioning System
Computer software designed to transfer data between GPS units and a computer.
(G7 to Win means Garmin (7th version) to Windows.)
Horizontal Dilution of Position
Joint Photographic Experts Group
Liquid Crystal Display
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LNM
MCD
MLLW
NAD27
NAD83
NGA
NOAA
NIMA
NOS
OCS
PA
PD
PDF (pdf)
POD
SA
USACE
USCG
WAAS
WGS 84

Local Notice to Mariners
Marine Chart Division
Mean Lower Low Water
North American Datum of 1927
North American Datum of 1983
National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Imagery and Mapping Agency
National Ocean Service
Office of Coast Survey
Position Approximate
Position Doubtful
Portable Document File
Print-On-Demand
Selective Availability
United States Army Corps of Engineers
United States Coast Guard USPS
United States Power Squadrons
Wide Area Augmentation System
World Geodetic System of 1984

1.1.2 Internet URLs
USPS: www.usps.org
CCWeb:
Home page.
https://www.ccweb.noaa.gov/ccweb
NOAA:
Coast Pilot Books
www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/nsd/cpdownload.htm
Latest chart editions
www.charts.noaa.gov/MCD/Dole.shtml
On-line Chart Viewer
www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/mcd/OnLineViewer.html
Print On Demand Charts (POD)
www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/pod/POD.htm
Date of Latest Chart Edition:
www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/mcd/dole.htm
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Site for ENC, RNC and other downloads
www.charts.noaa.gov/RNCs/RNCs.shtml
Standing Order Notice (SON):
www.charts.noaa.gov/MCD/son.shtml (List of charts that could be
modified/released at any time. Updated approximately every 4 weeks.)
Tides
http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/
Water Tidal Stations (Tides Online):
www.tidesonline.nos.noaa.gov/monitor.html
National Data Buoy Center:
www.ndbc.noaa.gov
Marine Forecast:
http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/marine/forecast.htm
US Coast Guard:
USCG Local Notice for Mariners:
http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/?pageName=lnmMain
Light Lists
http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/?pageName=lightlists
USCG Units
http://www.uscg.mil/top/units/
U.S. Board on Geographic Names:
http://geonames.usgs.gov/
Other: * Use at your own risk.
G7toWin – converts GPS data for use with DepthWiz
www.gpsinformation.org/ronh/g7towin.htm
* Paint.net – free graphics program
www.getpaint.net
* MWSnap – free screenshot program
www.mirekw.com/winfreeware/mwsnap
1.1.3 The NOAA Story
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) was established October 1970
within the US Department of Commerce. It provides the nation with a wide range of environmental
products and services needed to understand the dynamic processes of the Earth's oceans and
atmosphere. NOAA forecasts the weather, charts our coastal and estuarine waterways, and provides
the physical and biological information of fish stocks and fishing grounds needed by our marine
fisheries industry. NOAA also operates environmental satellites to monitor the climate and weather,
conducts basic oceanic and atmospheric research, maintains an information storehouse of
environmental data and information, and works with state and local governments to manage the
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natural resources within the nation's coastal zone. NOS is the part of NOAA that manages the
Cooperative Charting Program.
National Ocean Service (NOS)
The National Ocean Service (NOS) is the primary civil agency within the Federal Government
responsible for the health and safety of our nation's coastal and oceanic environment. As part of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), NOS provides a wide range of
products and services, established on the best scientific basis, for the protection of life, property, and
the environment. NOS is organized into eight program offices and two staff offices. NOS
employees are located at 75 duty stations around the country. Most employees work at headquarters
in Silver Spring, Maryland, and in regional offices in Seattle, Washington; Norfolk, Virginia; and
Charleston, South Carolina. Smaller numbers of NOS employees are widely scattered throughout
the nation.
Office of Coast Survey (OCS)
The Office of Coast Survey (OCS) is the nation's nautical chart maker. Established by President
Thomas Jefferson in 1807, the Office of Coast Survey is the oldest US scientific organization and
has a long history of supporting and facilitating marine commerce. Today, it continues to promote
safe navigation, meet the challenges of navigating larger ships and those that carry hazardous cargo,
and provide data for geographic information system (GIS) analysis, coastal stewardship,
management decisions, shoreline change analysis, and marine boundary issues.
OCS collects, manages and compiles the data and information necessary to maintain the national
suite of over 1,000 nautical charts, hydrographic surveys that measure water depth, coastal maps and
vector shoreline series, and historic maps and charts. These products support commercial shipping,
the fishing industry, US Navy and Coast Guard operations, state and local governments, Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) users, and recreational boaters throughout the United States.
OCS maintains a variety of marine navigational data important to navigators, including the nature
and form of the coast, the depths of the water and general character and configuration of the sea
bottom, locations of dangers to navigation, the rise and fall of the tides, locations of human-made
aids to navigation, and the characteristics of the Earth's magnetism. These data enable OCS to
construct and maintain nautical charts, obtain information on wrecks and obstructions, and develop
United States Coast Pilot® publications.
United States Coast Pilot®, which is a series of nine nautical books that cover a variety of
information important to navigators, is a fundamental tool for safe and efficient marine navigation.
The series includes channel descriptions, anchorages, bridge and cable clearances, currents, tides and
water levels, prominent features, weather, ice conditions, wharf descriptions, dangers, routes, traffic
separation schemes, and small-craft facilities.
OCS also develops survey specifications and directs field programs implemented by ship- and shorebased survey units and contractors. Finally, OCS conducts development activities to improve the
efficiency and productivity of data collection, chart compilation, and chart production.
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1.2 What is Cooperative Charting?
The Cooperative Charting Agreement between the USPS and the NOAA, first executed in 1963,
describes one of the most effective user participation programs in the federal services. A copy of the
latest agreement is included in the Appendix to this manual. This manual will explain what we do,
why we do it, and how we do it.
Humans and nature make continuous changes to the information shown on nautical charts and in the
United States Coast Pilot®. These changes occur so frequently that NOS relies on the efforts of
groups such as USPS to help keep this information both up-to-date and accurate. The users of charts
who observe these changes and submit corrections are part of a program that is one of USPS's most
important civic contributions.
USPS members are well qualified to carry out the Cooperative Charting Program. They use
thousands of charts each year, most of which are prepared by NOS and the US Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE). Few USPS members know how these charts are prepared. The Cooperative
Charting Program lends some insight into this aspect of the nautical chart. Nautical reports, US
Coast Pilot®, range line surveys, inspection reports, and depth reports are the five types of reports
accepted at CCWeb. Aeronautical and Geodetic reports are no longer processed by NOS and will
not be accepted by CCWeb. USACE waterway and lake reports are still accepted by NOS for credit
only. They are to be reported as Inspection Items.
Work done in the Cooperative Charting Program is considered toward the award of a Merit Mark. A
member who is involved in the program may gain satisfaction in knowing that he is participating in a
program that saves the government millions of dollars and, even more important, knowing that
his/her chart corrections may contribute to saving property and lives.
1.2.1 What to Report
This section is a brief overview describing the types of items to report in the Cooperative Charting
Program via the CCWeb site. NOS and USACE are interested in all discrepancies between charted
and observed information. Even though the discrepancy may not apply to NOS charts, credits will
be awarded. It is the responsibly of the reporter to submit the report to the appropriate federal, state,
or local agency. Notify NOS of the report via an inspection report on CCWeb to receive USPS point
credit for your work.
The fact that a revision or addition to a chart appears obvious to you does not necessarily mean that
NOS or other charting agencies know about it. Report charted items that no longer exist as well as
those that should be changed or added to the charts.
Information is reported in five broad categories: Range Line Surveys, Nautical Chart Surveys, US
Coast Pilots® Update Reports, Depth Reports, and Inspection Reports.
Chapter 3, Programs, of this manual provides information for reporting of these categories.
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To maintain the high quality of inputs to NOAA, all reports are thoroughly reviewed at least twice
before being forwarded to NOAA. If any reports are not filled out correctly: outdated charts
submitted, wrong chart number, missing items in the .dww file of DepthWiz, or items reported on
previously will be returned to the principal observer with explanation. If you have any questions
concerning a returned report, please contact your squadron or district cooperative charting chairman,
or your cooperative charting representative. We are here to help you in this civic service endeavor.
1.2.2 What Is Not Reported
Individual items checked and found to be charted correctly should not be reported. When it is found
that an entire assigned area is correctly charted, an inspection report should be sent to NOS, advising
NOS that these were the findings of the survey. The previous designation, ‘correct as charted,’ is
no longer used. Review the Inspection Report page on CCWeb for correct reporting procedure.
This is important for two reasons:
(1) The charting agencies want to know that charts of certain areas are up-to-date and that such
areas have been surveyed.
(2) USPS and NOS want to give credit to squadrons or individuals for completed surveys
regardless of the number of suggested chart corrections found.
1.3 Taking Measurements
This section outlines methods of taking physical measurements in Cooperative Charting as well as
the required accuracy. Most of the methods are standard plotting and navigation techniques and
many of them are already known through your USPS course work. We will examine measurements
of depth, height, distance, and direction, as well as elementary chart reading. The training section on
CCWeb will give you the standards expected by NOAA.
1.3.1 Depths
Depth of water is one of the more important chart details. Loss of life can be the penalty for failure
to keep a boat in sufficient depth of water to stay afloat. Even minor groundings cause
inconvenience. Soft bottoms of sand or silt are unstable and shift because of currents, storms, or
diversions of water flow. These areas need to be periodically surveyed to determine if bottom
contours have changed.
Do not survey areas not showing depths on your NOAA chart.
1.3.1.1 Direct Depth Measurement
DepthWiz is a more recent computer technique to chart your soundings on to a digital (preferred) or
scanned NOAA chart for comparison with previously reported depths. This is the preferred method
for depth surveys and will be covered in detail.
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In shallow water, measuring depth may be determined by direct means. Two devices used for
direct measurement are sounding poles and lead lines.
Sounding poles are long poles marked with painted marks every inch, and offer the best and most
accurate method of shallow water sounding. The poles should have a large-area shoe attached to the
bottom to prevent them from sinking into the mud and can be jointed for portability. You can use an
oar or boat hook if they have been previously marked and a suitable foot can be devised.
Measurement of depths greater than 12 to 15 feet with a sounding pole is difficult.
A lead line is used when the water is too deep to use a pole. A lead line consists of stable line such
as Dacron® with a 5 to 15 pound weight tied to one end. Calibration marks from the bottom of the
weight are attached to the line. It is inconvenient to mark every inch and most survey lead lines are
calibrated in one or two foot intervals. In use, the lead line is dropped vertically and read with the
weight on the bottom and the line taut. From a moving boat, the line is thrown ahead and read when
vertical as the boat moves forward. Operations from a boat with a high freeboard may be facilitated
by reading at the rail height and subtracting the distance from rail to water. The lead line may
conveniently be used in depths up to 150 feet (25 fathoms) although, at these depths, the weights are
large and the operation laborious.
1.3.1.2 Depth Sounders
Electronic devices, called depth or echo sounders, serve admirably for survey work since they can be
used while the boat is underway at moderate speed. Such devices are available either as recording
devices (which provide continuous records of the bottom profile), or liquid crystal display (LCD)
types. Some also simultaneously display the time and speed. Newer sounders can achieve an
accuracy of approximately 6 inches.
Most depth sounders are calibrated to read depth of water under the transducer. The additional
vertical distance to the water surface must be determined, added to the reading, and noted on depth
reports. Electronic depth sounders should be calibrated or checked to ensure proper operation and
depth reading prior (and after) use in Cooperative Charting work. Shallow or inappropriate readings
may result from objects passing between the sounder and the bottom.
All shallow readings inconsistent with surrounding readings must be rechecked with multiple
readings in a star shaped pattern to verify the reading. Consider taking these readings during times
of high tides so as to safely cross new shoaling without bottoming out and for a smooth data
collection. For more information on depth measurements, see Chapter 3, Programs, Depth Surveys –
DepthWiz.
1.3.1.3 Corrections to Depth Measurements
In tidal waters, the measured depths will be influenced by the state of the tide. The depth you need
to measure is the datum level indicated on the chart. This is Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW) for
all coastal charts. Follow the instructions given in DepthWiz. Note whether the time is standard or
daylight saving.
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Wind may also affect the level of the water, so include wind direction/velocity, wave action, etc., in
your report. This information may be obtained after the fact from a nearby coastal weather station or
Coast Guard facility. If not available, make an estimate using the Beaufort wind scale. It is
common to overestimate the wind speed.
In non-tidal rivers, the principal factors are the extent of flooding and the wind direction, strength,
etc. All data which can be of assistance should be included. If there is an official depth gauge
nearby (several miles), a reading from it should be taken at the time the soundings are made. Radio
communication between sounding boats and the depth gauge is certainly a big help. Impounded
inland waters usually have recording depth gauges, and this information is available through a phone
call or letter to the proper authorities.
Inland lakes are affected mainly by rainfall and wind. As in rivers, the best reference is a nearby
official depth gauge. Water levels downstream from a dam are affected considerably by the
operation of the dam whether it is a hydroelectric dam or merely a reservoir. You should correlate
information from the log of dam operations with depth measurements.
1.3.1.4 Weather for Soundings
The ideal conditions for taking soundings are windless, wave-less days. As waves build up, it
becomes difficult to read a sounding pole or lead line. The best that can be done on a rough day is to
average crest and trough readings. The lee of the boat may offer some protection for soundings. In
rough weather, where waves exceed 3 or 4 feet, shallow water soundings should be deferred. In
rivers, do not attempt soundings during flood stages.
The recommended standards for accuracy of soundings are:
Depth
0- 10 feet

Accuracy
0.1 feet

10-66 feet

1 foot

66-330 feet
(11-55 fathoms)

3 feet

over 330 feet
(55 fathoms & deeper)

1% of depth

A number of soundings have to be taken to ensure that the bottom characteristics are clearly
indicated. Many soundings may be necessary to validate each area which appears on the chart.
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1.4 Heights
Vertical clearances of power lines, bridges, and other such structures can usually be obtained from
the builder of the structure. If unobtainable from such a source, you can determine the height by
means of a weighted line let down to the water surface. The same additional data as for depths
should accompany this measurement. For overhead wires, the only safe method available is
triangulation. This measurement is not usually done unless there is abnormal sag or some supports
have been destroyed. This condition should be reported promptly to the owners of the wire and to
NOS. Normally, information on overhead clearances over navigable waters is provided to NOS by
the US Coast Guard and US Army Corps of Engineers. However, the status of new construction and
the location of uncharted items should be reported to the charting agency.
Heights of prominent landmarks are useful to the navigator in determining the distance away. These
heights can most accurately be obtained from the owner or builder. If that is not obtainable do not
report, unless the structure is of such importance as to warrant the effort of triangulation procedures.
Federal Aviation Authority and aeronautical charts are a good source for heights. The Federal
Communication Commission can furnish data on radio and television towers.
1.5 Determining Geographic Position
Knowing your geographic location is just as important as the depth measurement itself. Very
accurate depth measurements of a dangerous obstruction are of little use unless the precise location
of the obstruction can be specified and correctly located and marked on the chart.
When reporting geographic positions, you should always use the best method available to you. If
possible, make measurements using several different methods. Report all measurements and how
they were determined. This is absolutely essential, because it provides the cartographer evaluating
your report with some idea as to the quality of your data.
To a large extent the required accuracy depends on the scale of the chart you are using. The larger
the scale (i.e., smaller area with more detail), the more accuracy is needed.
Goal accuracy will be between 10 and 40 meters, depending on chart scale for most of our work.
That's what NOAA hydrographers would achieve. Modern WAAS enabled GPS receivers may
achieve accuracy of 4 meters. Report number of satellites and accuracy measurement in your
CCWeb, Range Line Surveys, and DepthWiz reports.
(Actually, as a matter of practice, NOAA works on a scale two times larger than the scale of the
chart being surveyed. Thus, for a harbor chart of 1:10,000, NOAA would be working on a 1:5,000
chart aiming for 5 meter accuracy!).
1.5.1 Magnetic Bearing
Magnetic bearings to charted reference objects represent the time honored positioning method for
the mariner though they are generally unsuitable for Cooperative Charting purposes due to the
accuracy of electronic positioning.
9
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1.5.2 Electronic Positioning
Some electronic navigation systems are very accurate and can be used to great advantage for
geographic positioning. By far, the most suitable of all methods is WAAS enabled GPS or
differential GPS (DGPS) which routinely achieves accuracy of 10 meters or better 95% of the time
in the vicinity of differential beacon stations located along the coastline, Great Lakes, Mississippi
basin, Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. Un-augmented GPS, now that Selective Availability (SA)
has been turned off (by the government), may be accurate to 3-4 meters and is suitable for nautical
charting purposes.
Make absolutely certain that the geodetic datum you are reporting has been appropriately
selected by your GPS, i.e., the World Geodetic System of 1984 (WGS 84) or its equivalent.
WGS 84 is the reference frame (based on latitude, longitude, and elevation) upon which all
geospatial-intelligence is based. Please specify on your CCWeb report the datum you are
reporting as indicated on the chart.
When reporting GPS or DGPS positions, be sure to record your receiver accuracy (EPE, Accuracy
or HDOP) depending on the receiver) and the number of satellites being received. Positioning data
should be rechecked periodically throughout your survey time. The Horizontal Dilution of Position
(HDOP), or accuracy which is a figure of merit of the geometric distribution of satellites used by
your GPS, in calculating horizontal (latitude and longitude) position. HDOP as measured by your
receiver should be less than 2.5 for acceptable position measurements. Positioning data should be
rechecked periodically throughout your charting day. These parameters will help NOS estimate the
accuracy of your reported position.
1.6 List of Observers Policy
It is the policy of the Cooperative Charting Program to limit the number of additional observers in
CCWeb to six (6) observers in addition to the Principal Observer for a maximum of seven (7)
observers. This policy affects the following categories: Depth Surveys, Range Line Surveys,
Coast Pilot Updates, Nautical Chart Updates, and Inspection Items.
Summary
Use largest scale charts available for the area.
Use the BEST positioning technique(s) available to you.
WAAS enabled GPS and GPS.
DR, distance/bearings, magnetic bearings should be avoided.
Specify what techniques(s) were used.
Include chart sections and other relevant documentation in your report.
Check, check, and recheck your work.
Document your work.
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Chapter 2 Adopt-A-Chart Program
2.1 Introduction
The ‘Adopt-A-Chart’ program is an organized comprehensive effort to keep a chart, or a portion of a
chart, up-to-date on an ongoing basis. This program covers nearly every aspect of the cooperative
charting program from nautical chart updates, depth surveys, range line surveys, aids to navigation
and US Light List surveys, to United States Coast Pilot® updates. The adopt-a-chart program offers
squadron members a variety of opportunities to participate either in on-land or in on-the-water
activities. Adopting a chart does not preclude members of other squadrons from performing
charting activity in that area.
Note: As a matter of courtesy, if you are planning a co-op charting cruise on an AAC chart
adopted by another squadron, contact the squadron Co-op Charting Chairman and/or the
Commander and ask if they plan time-sensitive Range Line and SCFR surveys on that chart.
If yes, please plan other survey activities there.
2.2 History
The Adopt-A-Chart program was started in late 1997 with a pilot project being conducted, as part of
the Cooperative Charting Program, by the Richmond Power Squadron, District 5, US Power
Squadrons. The Richmond Power Squadron chose to adopt the National Ocean Service chart 12235,
Chesapeake Bay, Rappahannock River Entrance, Piankatank and Great Wicomico Rivers. This
squadron systematically examined approximately 98% of the area of the chart within the period of
about one year. Reports submitted by squadron members included new items that were not
previously charted, items that were charted but were no longer visible, and areas of the chart that
appeared to be correct as charted.
More than 40 members of the Richmond Power Squadron participated in this extensive project. In
January, 1999, a new edition of chart 12235 was issued. The following note was added to that
edition of the chart:
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The National Ocean Service acknowledges the
exceptional cooperation received from members
of the Richmond Power Squadron, District 5, United
States Power Squadrons, in continually providing
essential information for revising this chart.
Figure 2-1 NOS Acknowledgment for Cooperative Charting
To date, many of the US Power Squadrons have indicated their interest in participating in this part of
the Cooperative Charting Program.
National Oceanographic Service (NOS), the Federal agency responsible for keeping nautical charts
up-to-date, does not have sufficient funds to keep charts of recreational waters up-to-date. Even
commercial waters are not surveyed as frequently as NOS would like. In the past, USPS has
assisted NOS by submitting nautical chart corrections. These corrections have been valuable but
1

they have not given NOS a systematic or complete survey of all features on their charts. This is
why the Adopt-A-Chart program was developed.
When a squadron adopts a chart, it makes a long-term commitment to perform and report
continuous, complete, and systematic evaluations of all charted information and new features
pertinent to navigation on their adopted chart. The adopted chart may be an entire chart or just a
particular section of a chart. The squadron pledges, as an organization, to go over their adopted
chart with a fine tooth comb year after year.
Adopt-A-Chart reports include data from all of the in-the-field activities within the assigned chart or
portion of a chart area. When making a report, be sure to indicate that it is part of the Adopt-AChart Program.
2.3 Getting Started – Submitting the Application for Squadron Participation
Charts are adopted by squadrons, not by individuals. A squadron must commit itself to the present
and future work involved regardless of which members may do the work at any given moment.
When selecting a chart to adopt, visit the list of adopted charts, by logging on to CCWeb, select
“Report Reference Information” and click on “Adopt-A-Chart Status” to see which charts have
already been adopted. This file lists squadrons throughout the country which have adopted all or
part of a chart. To find if a chart has been adopted, look first by District, then Charts and then
Squadrons who have adopted a chart. A copy of the application for a squadron to participate in the
Adopt-A-Chart Program is at the end of this chapter. The squadron must submit at least one
report each year to retain parenthood of its chart. The date of the last inspection is the key
date and begins the one year period.
For a squadron to participate the squadron commander must submit a written Adopt-A-Chart
Program application form to your district cooperative charting chairman. The District Cooperative
Charting Chairman will review the form and submit it to the Chairman of the National Cooperative
Charting Committee. The request should contain:
1) A statement to the effect that the squadron's executive committee has reviewed the request,
voted on it, and approved it.
2) The number(s) of the NOS nautical charts, chart, or part of a chart the squadron wants to
adopt. Where part of a chart is involved, a copy of the chart with the desired area outlined
should be attached to the application.
3) An estimate of the number of squadron members who will be involved in the program over
a long period of time.
4) An estimate of the number of boats that will be involved in the program over a long period
of time.
5) Name/address/phone number of person to whom Adopt-A-Chart materials should be sent.
NOS and the National Cooperative Charting Committee evaluates each application and assigns
charts or chart sections, in terms of the urgency of NOS' need for data from the areas involved and
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the long term commitment of resources the applying squadrons are prepared to assume. These
assignments are made in coordination with the districts, as well as, the squadrons.
The process of assigning a chart or chart section starts with a squadron's request, considers the
requests of neighboring squadrons and district-wide planning, weighs the number of individuals and
boats a squadron is prepared to commit in relation to the work involved, etc. The District Chairman,
the Squadron Commander, and the Squadron Cooperative Charting Chairman will be contacted by
the National Cooperative Charting Committee if there are any questions. The squadron requesting to
adopt a chart will be notified of the National Committee's decision. Applications which appear to be
candidates for rejection will be discussed with the district and squadron chairmen before finalization.
If your squadron has already adopted a chart, you can determine if another report is due by viewing
the latest Adopt-A-Chart status by logging on to CCWeb, selecting “Report Reference Info” and
clicking on “Adopt-A-Chart Status”.
2.4 Squadron Adopt-A-Chart Requirements
Squadrons which have adopted a chart must submit at least one report each year to retain
parenthood of the chart. Remember, the one year period begins as of the date of the last
report.
When looking at the CCWeb “Latest Adopt-A-Chart Report” page (described below) you may
notice some squadrons with color codes.
A yellow highlight shows charts that have 90 days to submit a report before the chart is
removed from that squadron.
A red highlight shows charts that will be removed from the squadron because they have not
submitted a report after 1 year and 3 months.
An asterisk after the chart number indicates a partially adopted chart.
A blank edition, investigation date and report shows charts on which there have never been
reports.
2.5 Individual and Squadron Credit for Adopt-A-Chart Surveys
When entering a report the CCWeb program you will find a check box for the Adopt-A-Chart status
of report.
If the chart has NOT been adopted, you should select, or toggle, N for NO and continue entering
your information. You will get the same credit for your work regardless of whether the chart has
been adopted or not adopted.
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If the chart HAS NOT been adopted by your squadron or the squadron of any member of you
survey team, you should select, or toggle, N for NO and continue entering your information. You
will get the same credit for your work regardless of whether the chart has been adopted or not
adopted. No credit will be given to the squadron for Adopt-A-Chart work done by members
of another squadron.
If the chart HAS been adopted, by your squadron or the squadron of any member of your survey
team, you should select, or toggle, Y for YES and continue entering your information. In this
case, members will receive credit for their cooperative charting work and the squadron which has
adopted the chart will get credit towards being recognized by NOAA as mentioned above in
paragraph 2.2.
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Figure 2-2 NOS-USPS Adopt-A-Chart Program Applicatio
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Chapter 3 Programs
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the five NOS-USPS cooperative charting programs. Included with each
program description is a discussion on the program’s purpose and its reporting frequency.
Suggested preparations and materials for conducting the program are presented so you will be
well prepared for the survey. The requirements for conducting a survey are described in detail.
After the survey is completed you will want to complete the worksheets that make submitting a
report to NOAA a rewarding experience. All reports shall be submitted electronically via
CCWeb, the CCWeb login and reporting steps are described in Chapter 4 starting at section 4.2
“Logging into CCWeb”.
The five programs are: Range Line Survey, Nautical Chart Update Surveys, Coast Pilot Updates,
Depth Surveys using DepthWiz, and the Inspection Survey.

To maintain the high quality of inputs to NOAA, all reports are thoroughly reviewed at least
twice before being forwarded to NOAA. If any reports are not filled out correctly: outdated
charts submitted, wrong chart number, missing items in the .dww file of DepthWiz, or items
reported on previously will be returned to the principal observer with explanation. If you have
any questions concerning a returned report, please contact your squadron or district cooperative
charting chairman, or your cooperative charting committee representative. We are here to help
you in this civic service endeavor.
3.2 Range Line Surveys
The Range Line Survey is an initiative within the NOS-USPS Cooperative Charting Program. Under
this proposal, USPS members will collect positioning information on navigational ranges that appear
on NOAA charts. This data will be logged by the observer, entered into a computer file, and then
uploaded to CCWeb. Collection of this information is of great importance to NOAA’s nautical
charting program as visual ranges are still an important piloting aid, but with absolute electronic
positioning, they are arguably less important than in the past. For more information, see the NOSUSPS Cooperative Charting Program Navigational Range Initiative handout at
https://www.ccweb.noaa.gov/ccweb/documents/Nav_Range_Init.pdf

Range line surveys must not be reported more often than every three years. To check dates of
recent surveys, log into CCWeb, in the L.H. Column click on Report Reference Information and
select “Range Line Reports”.
When submitting a range line survey, submit only one per file.
Note: Multiple Range Line Surveys completed by the same crew on the same date and chart,
enter each survey as a separate “Range Line Survey” file under the same Report ID.
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3.2.1 Navigational Ranges
The American Practical Navigator (Bowditch, 1995) defines a range as: “Two or more objects in
line. Such objects are said to be in range. An observer having them in range is said to be on
range.
Two beacons are frequently located for the specific purpose of forming a range to indicate a safe
route or the centerline of a channel.”
Ranges on NOAA paper charts are typically shown as two fixed aids connected by a dashed line
that extends out from the fixed aids. This dashed line, called a leading line, becomes a solid line
on the portion of the range where vessels are to transit; for instance, in a maintained channel as
shown in Figure 3-1. This graphical representation of a range on a paper chart shows the
navigator where a range exists, that is what course it marks and where the fixed aids are located.
When actually navigating in the area, the mariner visually lines up the fixed aids and proceeds to
follow the range, thus staying on the range centerline as shown in Figure 3-1.
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A Range Line Survey helps to determine if the range markers have remained in their correct
positions.
3.2.2 The Problem
Now that mariners are navigating with GPS, Differential GPS (DGPS), and WAAS enabled GPS,
they have a very accurate, real-time position for their vessel. As mentioned earlier, visual ranges
are still an important piloting aid, but with absolute positioning, they are arguably less important
than in the past. When navigating with DGPS on a system that uses electronic charts, either raster
or vector, it may quite often become apparent that the range line drawn on the chart does not
accurately match the center of the channel. This can be due to any number of factors which
include: generalization for chart scale, shifting of data due to datum conversions, manual plotting
methods that were used until recently in the chart making process, inaccurate positions for the
fixed aids marking the range, and so forth. NOAA has received and continues to receive an
increasing number of comments from electronic chart users that “I’m visually on range in
channel so-and-so, but my electronic charting system shows me to the left (or right) of the
channel.” See Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3. Charted Position of Range In Error
3
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3.2.3 Preparation for Survey
There are four things you should do in preparation for range line positioning surveys. These are:
a. Review the chart(s) in the area you wish to work and make a candidate list of ranges to
survey.
b.
To check dates of recent surveys, log into CCWeb, in the L.H. Column click on
“Report Reference Information” and select “Range Line Reports”.
c. The list is organized by Chart and USPS District number. Review the list of previously
submitted range line reports and delete from your list any candidates that have been
reported within the last 36 months.
d. Obtain the largest scale nautical chart for the area of the ranges you wish to survey.
Remember that a chart with a scale of 1:20,000 is larger than a chart with a scale of 1:40,000.
e. Check USCG Light List to use correct name of the range. Do not “guess” the range
name. On some charts, the name is not shown due to space
restrictions.
3.2.4 Some Recommended Materials
o Latest edition of the largest scale charts for the area you will be
working. These may now be downloaded free of charge from
http://www.charts.noaa.gov/ .
o WAAS enabled GPS or DGPS.
o Digital camera for taking pictures that are easily included as
CCWeb report attachments.
o Pencil and paper or a small tape recorder.
o A pair of binoculars.
o Copies of Range Line Survey and the Position Data and Method
worksheets.
3.2.5 Data Collection Initiative
A vessel equipped with a (preferable WAAS enabled) GPS or DGPS, follows the range line
down the channel, being careful to stay as close to on-range as possible by keeping the range
markers in line visually, and logs positions using the following criteria:
a. Positions should be recorded at approximately 1-inch intervals at the scale of the paper
chart. Figure 3-4 gives general guidelines as to the position interval. Record positions only
when precisely on range. Quality of position readings should take precedent over quantity. Use
Table 1 only as a general guideline.
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Distance Between Positions
(Nautical Miles)
1:5,000
0.05
1:10,000
0.1
1:20,000
0.25
1:40,000
0.5
1:80,000
1.0
Figure 3-4 Distance Between Positions for Range Line Survey
Scale

b. Record positions only when in the channel. Do not record positions along the dashed portion
of the range line. Try to record a position at the beginning and the end of the range inside the
channel.
c. Record a latitude and longitude at the beginning and end of the solid line marking the range
on your chart and at intervals of approximately one inch (on your chart) along the way. A
minimum of four positions spaced along the range should be sufficient for most ranges. Use the
greatest precision available. As a suggestion: Set one of the range markers as a waypoint in your
GPS and predetermine the distance from this waypoint at which you will take position readings.
See Figure 3-4.
As a technique, consider going down the range in an elongated zigzag pattern and as you cross
the range centerline at app. 45 degree angle, record your data at that instant you are on the
centerline. This technique is more precise in recording centerline coordinates than following the
centerline for the full length of the range.

Figure 3-5. Range Line Showing Fix Positions
d. The data must be logged into a computer file using a very specific format, since NOAA will
be importing it directly into an electronic charting production system. Variations in the format
described below will make the data unusable.
5
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Use Notepad or an equivalent text-editing program. The file is structured as “pipe” delimited
text. In other words, each field is separated by a | character (the shift “\” on the keyboard). Each
position is a separate line in the file.
The latitude and longitude are recorded in decimal degrees to 5 decimal places. Each line will
have the name of the range that the position lies on at the end of the line. Western longitudes will
have a minus sign at the beginning. West longitudes must be written with three digits. Insert a
leading zero (“0”) for longitudes less than 100°. The range line data file should be uploaded to
CCWeb in the following format: Latitude|Longitude|Name of Range. This file to be in *.txt
format.
Example showing four positions, one on entering the range, one about midway down the range,
and the third positions near the end of the range:
46.34289|-070.13434|Port Smith Range A
46.34285|-070.14435|Port Smith Range A
46.34281|-070.15436|Port Smith Range A
46.34277|-070.15437|Port Smith Range A
If your GPS has the feature, set it to DDD.ddddd. If your GPS logs in degrees/minutes/seconds
or degrees and decimal minutes, use the following conversion to decimal degrees.
Degrees/Minutes/Seconds to Decimal Degrees:
46°22’33.23” = 46° +22’ + (33.23/60)’ = 46° + 22.5538’ = (46°+22.5538/60)° = 46.37590°
Degrees/Decimal Minutes to Decimal Degrees: 46°22.554’ = 46° + (22.554/60) = 46.37590°

3.2.6 Preparing the Range Line Report
Check to be sure the Position Data and Method and the Range Line Worksheets are completed.
Indicate on your report if you have updated your charts using latest information from NOAA.
Have a digital chart section(s) of the area(s) covered in this report ready to attach to your CCWeb
report.
Be sure to indicate on each chart section the edition number and print date of the chart.
Free online chart downloads are available from NOAA at http://www.charts.noaa.gov/. This
will assure you the latest chart edition and date. You can use a screen print, using a free
program “MWSnap” at www.mirekw.com/winfreeware/index or the “Snipping Tool” in
Windows 7 of the area you need. Modify it in free graphics programs, such as “Paint.NET” at
www.getpaint.net or Microsoft “Paint”. If you have a commercial graphics program already
installed, it will probably do a better job than the free programs.
Recheck your work to be sure it complies with all the requirements for submitting a Range Line
Survey. Check your completed worksheet(s) against the Quality Assurance check list (see
Chapter 5, Quality Assurance and the Role of Peer Review).
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3.2.7 Submitting the Range Line Report
Refer to chapter 4 for log in procedure and selecting “Create a New Report” in the L.H.
column and follow the sequences.
USPS Co-op Charting Worksheets can be found at the CCWeb Live Site Page under the
heading “Documents/Training”.
3.3 Nautical Chart Surveys
3.3.1 Introduction
Nautical chart surveys involve comparing the differences between the latest printed nautical chart
and what you see that actually exists, describing each discrepancy and its exact geographic
location, and reporting those differences on a CCWeb report.
All such discrepancies that are reported; and, after review at the district and national levels (to
ensure correct format, content, and accuracy); are forwarded to NOS (and other appropriate
agency) where the information is evaluated, and ultimately finds its way into new chart editions,
US Coast Pilot, Local Notice to Mariners(LNM), and related sources.
This aspect of Cooperative Charting is concerned with providing up-to-date information to
commercial and recreational persons using nautical charts, primarily in coastal and inland waters
in the continental United States, Puerto Rico, US Virgin Islands and Hawaii.
Most recreational boaters use either paper or electronic charts prepared by the NOS. Generally,
these charts cover coastal waters of the United States, and the Great Lakes, including harbors
and rivers.
There is no frequency, per se, in updating nautical charts. When doing a nautical chart survey be sure
that you have the most current chart. Should you find a discrepancy between what you see and what
is charted, complete a nautical survey report. Should you find no discrepancies, that is to say that
everything was correct as shown on the chart, or any reports covering USACE waterways and lakes,
complete an Inspection Report to receive USPS cooperative charting credit. In both reports, except
for USACE lake reports, a segment of a chart showing the area surveyed, called a chartlet, shall be
attached as supporting documentation to your report.
3.3.2 Some Recommended Materials
Latest edition of the largest scale charts for the area you will be working.
Global Positioning System receiver, WAAS enabled GPS or DGPS.
Digital camera for taking pictures that are easily included as CCWeb report attachments. Pencil
and paper or a small tape recorder.
A pair of binoculars.
Copies of nautical chart survey worksheet.
Downloaded page(s) of latest edition of US Coast Pilot for the area being surveyed.
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All NOAA charts are available as free downloads, updated weekly, at
www.charts.noaa.gov. This will make sure you have the latest LNM’s included.
Save the downloaded zip file in a convenient named and easily accessible folder. Unzip
this file in the folder and open the new folder with the unzipped files. Open the
following “BSB_ROOT” folder and after that, the folder with your chart number. Here
you will find one *.BSB and one or several *.KAP files and the “USER
AGREEMENT”. The number of .KAP files depends on the chart type downloaded.
Those files cannot be opened as such; you need to install them in a program such as
“THE CAPN”, “OFFSHORE NAVIGATOR”, etc. to “translate” the files into useable
charts.
See a typical unzipped chart folder below.

Figure 3.6

To export the raw .BSB and .KAP files into the charting program, follow the Manual or Help
instructions of the respective program

3.3.3 Preparations
Preparation should start with a thorough study of the chart for the area you have chosen to
investigate. Use the largest scale chart available. The chart scale must be 1:40,000 or larger
(e.g., 1:20,000) unless none is available. Look for typographical errors, errors in spelling of
names, places, etc., which should be reported as corrections.
Update your chart with the latest information from the USCG Light List and Light List
corrections for the area you’ll be surveying. The website is
8
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http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/?pageName=lightLists . Once there, select the Coast Guard District
in which you are interested. An Adobe Acrobat copy of the Light List will be displayed.
Note: By downloading and installing the latest raster charts from NOAA into your charting
program, it will have the latest Notices to Mariners (NTM) shown in an orange circle.
Study and become familiar with the landmarks and other features shown on the chart in that
area, including (but not limited to):
Aids to Navigation (ATONS)
Anchorages
Bridge and cable clearances
Boat launch ramps
Cables (submerged or overhead)
Channels and routes
Dams
Depths
Dikes and levees
Distinctive stacks, towers, spires, tanks, etc.
Dolphins
Ferries and other types of marine traffic
Geographic names, features, and landmarks (All geographic names must go through US
Geological Survey GNIS database before submitting to CCWeb) Groins, jetties, weirs, and
breakwaters
Marine construction
Newly constructed high buildings especially close to the water
Navigation Range Lines
Obstructions, snags, new wrecks, and other hazards to navigation
Piers and docks as well as pilings form old piers and docks
Pipelines (submerged or overhead)
Radio, microwave, and cell phone towers
Rocks
Ruins
Shoals
Tides, currents and water levels
Weather and ice conditions
3.3.4 Procedure
3.3.4.1 If you are unfamiliar with the survey area, gather whatever local knowledge you can before
actually cruising the area. This can be done by talking with local boaters, fishermen, marina
operators, harbor police, harbor masters, etc. Tell them what you are planning to do. Ask for their
assistance in identifying major problems in your area of your interest.
As you cruise or go by car, verify that all details of nautical significance are accurately
represented on your chart. Check heights and widths, etc. Report any discrepancies you may
find with corresponding geographic locations, etc.
One series of items is of particular interest to NOAA chart makers, namely those items listed as
"PA" (Position Approximate), "PD" (Position Doubtful), or other non-specific representations.
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Figure 3.7 illustrates submerged piling as PA and a wreck showing above the water as PA). It is
particularly important to check these locations to determine if the notation is still accurately
represented on the chart. If the item is no longer present, a report to this effect is extremely
valuable. Explain in detail how you determined that a PD or PA is no longer present. Another
abbreviation you may see on a chart is the letters, ED, which stands for Existence Doubtful.

Figure 3-7 Two examples of PA on a chart.
3.3.4.2 Another valuable service to NOAA is to confirm new features as they are published in
LNM. Sometimes wrecks and obstructions are salvaged after publication in LNM and after the
charting information has gone to press; often these items remain on the charts for many years. In
such cases, be sure to state how position was determined and what area was searched in
determining its location or absence, as the case may be. You will need some type of support
data to confirm a removal issue. Photographs, newspaper articles, salvage company reports, or
engineer reports are some examples of legally valid support. Of these, salvage company reports
are the most important.
3.3.4.3 Also state how much time you spent, what search pattern was used, what the search
boundaries were, and what technique(s) you used to investigate the site. If using GPS, WAAS
enabled GPS or DGPS, select the Performance Measure Type of your GPS on your Observation
page.
This type of item requires pre-planning, much time in the vicinity of the reported site and some
thoughtfulness in executing and documenting the search. However, it is a very valuable type of
item for investigation. In this regard, it is also valuable to check all new references in LNM as they
are published.
Report confirmations or lack thereof to NOS on your CCWeb report. Report significant findings
to USCG or USACE as applicable. State in your CCWeb report whether you have advised the
USCG or USACE of your findings.
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3.3.4.4 Look for and record any differences between what you are able to observe and what is on the
chart. Take digital pictures for added documentation to be included as attachments to your report.
Plot each discrepancy you have observed on your digital chart copy. Mark in red or other
contrasting color. Index each item for reference to your write-up. Draw a leader line from each
plotted item, bringing it from the item to an uncluttered area on the page. Avoid crossing leader
lines because of confusion that may result. At each leader line, place the index number you have
assigned to that item for reference to your report. This can be done digital prior to scanning your
chart for CCWeb upload, but the .jpg charts downloaded on your computer can be circled and
annotated in free graphics programs such as Paint.NET at www.getpaint.net or Microsoft Paint.
Prepare a description of each change or new item you observed, including its position. This
information should be recorded directly on the CCWeb report in the space provided. Include the
item index numbers corresponding to those you have assigned on the chart. When you upload
into CCWeb, your digital chart copy will be assigned a capital letter of your choice. The items
on each chart will have a numeric designation of your choice. You will refer to each item by its
Alpha and numeric designation. e.g., A1, B3, A3, etc.
Obtain and include, as part of your report, any available documentation on the changes, such as
newspaper articles, public notices, photographs, etc.
Prepare and report your conclusion(s) about the area you are investigating, e.g., "the area
appears to be as charted," or "the area has shoaled," or "the area has spot shoals," etc. These
optional comments may be placed in the comment box on your CCWeb report.
3.3.4.5 Report serious discrepancies to USCG by appropriate means depending on the nature of the
problem.
1.
Critical. Report immediately by VHF radio or other means where failure to report could
result in loss of life and/or property.
2.
Urgent. Report by phone after returning to shore where failure to report may result in no
danger of loss of life or property, but could contribute to a stranding, grounding or collision.
3.
Routine. Report by phone or email where failure to report could result in a very slight
chance of grounding or stranding, but corrective maintenance is needed.
Surveys were no chart discrepancies were found, must be reported as Chart Inspection. NOS will
assign Cooperative Charting credits as a courtesy, even though they are not actually chart
corrections.
3.3.5 Submitting the Nautical Chart Report
Refer to chapter 4 for log in procedure and selecting “Create a New Report” in the L.H.
column and follow the sequences.
USPS Co-op Charting Worksheets can be found at the CCWeb Live Site Page under the
heading “Documents/Training”.
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3.4 United States Coast Pilot® Updates
3.4.1 Introduction
The United States Coast Pilot® is a series of nine books that contain a wide variety of information
important to navigators and recreational boaters. These books supplement the information that
cannot be shown graphically on the standard nautical chart and is not readily available elsewhere.
The subjects in the Coast Pilot include, but are not limited to, channel descriptions, anchorages,
bridge and cable clearances, currents, tides and water levels, prominent features, pilotage, towage,
weather, ice conditions, wharf descriptions, dangers, routes, traffic separation schemes, and Federal
regulations applicable to navigation. The sources of updating Coast Pilot information include field
inspections conducted by NOAA, information published in Local Notice to Mariners (LNM), reports
from NOAA hydrographic vessels, field party reports, information from other government agencies,
reports from the US Power Squadrons, and material from state and local governments.
The history of coast pilots, or sailing directions, goes back many centuries. The Egyptians produced
such a work between the sixth and fourth centuries, B.C. In 1796, Edmund March Blunt (17701862) of Newburyport, Massachusetts, published the American Coast Pilot, which was not the first
such book of American waters, but was the first published in the United States. Blunt's Coast Pilot
was in its 21st edition when the copyright was sold to the United States Government in 1867.
The purpose of a Coast Pilot update inspection is to confirm or suggest revisions to the existing
Coast Pilot text so that the area is adequately and correctly described. Changes that effect the
nautical chart should be submitted as a nautical chart update and not as a Coast Pilot update.
3.4.2 United States Coast Pilot®
3.4.2.1 Nine Volume Series
There are nine United States Coast Pilot® books that cover the coastline of the United States in a
clockwise direction. They are numbered from Region 1 through Region 9. Region 1 begins the
coverage in Eastport, Maine and Region 9 ends with coverage in Beaufort Sea, Alaska.
Regional area of coverage of the Coast Pilot books are:
Atlantic Coast and Gulf of Mexico
Region 1 Eastport, ME to Cape Code, MA
Region 2 Cape Code, MA to Sandy Hook, NJ
Region 3 Sandy Hook, NJ to Cape Henry, VA
Region 4 Cape Henry, VA to Key West, FL
Region 5 Key West to Rio Grande, Puerto Rico & US Virgin Islands Great Lakes
Region 6 The Lakes, connecting Water Ways and the St. Lawrence River
Pacific Coats
Region 7 West Coast of the US, Hawaiian Islands and US Territories in the South Pacific.
Region 8 Alaska Dixon Entrance to Cape Spencer
Region 9 Alaska Cape Spencer to Beaufort Sea
Each volume is updated and published annually. Each year’s entire 9-volume series has the same
cover photograph to help identify the year of publication. Each region’s number, coverage area, and
year of publication are prominently displayed on the back cover, spine, and front cover for clearer
identification. Figure 3-8 shows the 42nd edition of 2012 United States Coast Pilot® Volume 3. They
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may be purchased in many marinas and in boat supply stores. Squadrons may order United States
Coast Pilot® books through their District Cooperative Charting Chairman if required for co-op
charting surveys. The frequency for updating a United States Coast Pilot® book is every year as each
year a new book is published. The online version of the United States Coast Pilot® book is the most
current and should be used whenever doing a United States Coast Pilot® survey.
Using the Internet, you can download free of charge a single page or a complete United States Coast
Pilot® Book: The URL is www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/nsd/cpdownload.htm. All volumes are
available at this website.
Amendments to the United States Coast Pilot® volumes are issued through the US Coast Guard
LNM.
3.4.2.2 Organization of Each Volume
Chapter 1, General Information, is the same in all nine volumes. Chapter 1 includes definitions of
general and standard terms used and is generally the same for all United States Coast Pilot® volumes.
Other parts of this chapter include information on topics such as Notice to Mariners; descriptions of
the services provided to the mariners by government agencies; detail on distress procedures and
communications by both vessels and aircraft over water; marine weather forecast systems such as
NOAA weather radio; radio broadcast notice to mariners system; radio time signals; chart datum;
aids to navigation; traffic separation schemes and vessel traffic.
Chapter 2, Navigation Regulations, is also the same in all nine volumes. Chapter 2 contains selected
extracts for federal code and related regulations including Canadian regulations as applicable to the
specific geographic area.
Chapters 3 and subsequent area chapters cover the coastline areas. See the Chart on page iv. The
bold red numbers indicate the chapter in the volume that covers that area. These chapters contain
general information about each specific geographic region including topics such as harbors,
anchorages, weather, principal ports, pilotage, towage, repairs, and supplies. Other information
includes navigation information, off-shore currents and dangers, coastal aids to navigation,
prominent landmarks, and the general character of the depth and the coast. The remaining chapters
give detailed descriptions of the region including the most important harbors, the type of traffic using
these harbors, the most important dangers, and any peculiarities of currents, depths, or land features.
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Figure 3-8 Bold Red Numbers Indicate Chapter Numbers
At the end of the chapters are the Tables. In the Volume 3 book, these tables are included.
Climatological
Meteorological
Mean Surface Water Temperature and Densities
Distance Tables
Distance of Visibility of Objects at Sea Conversion,
Degrees to Points and Vice Versa Estimating Time of
Transit
Standard Abbreviations for Broadcasts
Measurement and Conversion Factors
Conversion Factors
Metric Style Guide
Index
Coast Pilot Report
The US Coast Pilots supplement the navigational information shown on the nautical charts. It is a
compilation of information supplied from field inspections conducted by a variety of sources
including: NOS field inspection teams, NOAA survey vessels, USPS Cooperative Charting Program
participants, US Coast Guard Auxiliary, and others. US Coast Pilot subjects include, but are not
limited to, navigation regulations, outstanding landmarks, channel and anchorage peculiarities,
dangers, weather, ice conditions, routes, pilotage, and port facilities.
3.4.3 Recommended Materials
o
Latest edition of Coast Pilot book either in hard copy or an electronic printout for the area to
be covered.
o
Latest edition of the largest scale charts for the area you will be
working.
(You can do nautical chart update at same time!)
o
Handheld (preferable WAAS enabled) GPS or DGPS for reporting a
position.
o
Digital camera o Copies of blank Coast Pilot Worksheets to fill out as
you go.
o Pencil with good eraser.
3.4.4 Preparations for Conducting a United States Coast Pilot® Update Survey
Begin your preparation for your trip to conduct the Coast Pilot inspection by carefully reading the
section of the United States Coast Pilot® you plan to check. Become familiar with the area by
reviewing charts for the area. Compare what you read in the Coast Pilot book with what you see on
the chart. Are they in agreement? Are location names the same? Are the overhead cables plotted in
the same place as described in the United States Coast Pilot® book? It is easiest to work on familiar
waters but you are encouraged to take a new and fresh approach to areas unfamiliar to you. Follow
the shoreline closely, stopping at each port, harbor, or inlet, noting whether new facilities or features
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are in the detailed United States Coast Pilot® book (see following description). Inspections should
be conducted both from land and water to cover all the features.

The purpose of the blank Coast Pilot worksheets is to keep all your records in one spot. Write down
your thoughts. Compile a list of questions for each area.
Seek out local knowledge whenever possible even if you are checking an area you are familiar
with. Local knowledge can help focus your investigations into special problems of the area.
Contact a wide variety of knowledgeable residents. Verify information from any source by actual
inspection, where practical, and so note in the field notes. Give the source of the report so it can be
compared with possible conflicting information received at NOS. Record the names, addresses and
phone numbers of all those interviewed; a business card from the source is a handy reference.
Some sources of local knowledge you might seek include:
Coast Guard Station personnel
US Army Corps of Engineers district offices
Other federal field offices such as the Customs Service
Pilot Associations
Port authorities, harbor masters, and harbor police
Operators of repair yards, towing services, and marine service stations
Marina operators
Local boaters and fishermen

On the day you go out for the Coast Pilot inspection, note the tide for the times you’ll be on the
water. Is it near a high or low tide? Is the tide ebbing or rising? This will make a difference in
what you may see in the water as what may show out of the water at low tide will not show as
the tide is rising or at high tide.
3.4.5 Conducting the United States Coast Pilot® Update Inspection
During the field inspection, consider the size, type, and number of vessels using each waterway. The
requirements of the deep-draft navigator as well as yachtsmen and fishermen must be kept in mind.
Allowance must also be made for the thoroughness with which the region has been surveyed and
charted. If the surveys of the area are incomplete, or if the harbor charts are on too small a scale, or if
the harbor has grown in importance, more detail will be required in the United States Coast Pilot®.
Changes in text can be corrected, amended, or completely rewritten in your CCWeb report. State the
item to be corrected together with the correction as you would like it to read. Careful attention should
be given to ensure that reports and corrections are accurate and meaningful to the mariner. Great care
should be taken to ensure that verbiage is as brief as possible without sacrificing accuracy and
clarity. Writing should be consistent with that of the material being corrected in terms of style,
vocabulary, and phraseology.
If the change is observed personally or just reported by others, give the source's name, title, or job.
Give amplifying or background information that may aid in analyzing the information.
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Recordkeeping. The blank Coast Pilot worksheets are primarily for your convenience in maintaining
records. Pages of the current United States Coast Pilot® can be separated from the covers. Electronic
copies of a page or pages can be put together with worksheets describing details for that particular
area. Published amendments to the United States Coast Pilot® and other revision material affecting a
given page can be made in the wide margin or mounted on blank paper and inserted as a facing page.
Consider making a written comment at the time a photograph is taken so that when you send the
picture you will know what you’re looking at or for in the picture. With this arrangement you may
carry as many or as few pages as you need.
Prepare all corrections and additions and submit these notes along with all photographs, and
reference documentation in your CCWeb report as support documents.
Photographs. Take photographs if needed, they offer a convenient means for revising the nautical
charts or locating features for the United States Coast Pilot®.
Take surface level photos from seaward, and from as high a vantage point as possible. You should be
close enough so that principal landmarks can be identified. Take successive photos while entering or
departing, starting from about two miles out. This helps identify the harbor approach or specific
landmarks. A frequent problem has been with photos taken from too great a distance, or attempting
to encompass too much with a single photo. Sometimes a single photo will not adequately cover the
view of a harbor. In such cases, a panoramic series of photos is useful.
An alternate source is aerial photos. The requirements for low-level oblique aerial photos vary with
the individual harbor or view required. Before going out, contact the Office of Coast Survey for any
requirements they may have for your area of interest. The height of the camera should be as low as
legally possible. The better photos have been taken from altitudes of 1,000 to 2,500 feet. Oblique
photos looking into a harbor or behind a point of land, etc., should show very little sky, at most, the
sky should be less than 25 percent of the picture. With too much sky in a picture, the curvature of the
earth and the low angle hide many features that need to be shown. More sky can be shown in photos
of headlands, lighthouses, etc. Get fairly close to the object, but take photos from an appropriate
distance to adequately cover features required. As with those taken from the surface, aerial photos
usually have been taken from too great a distance. It is preferred that photos not be taken through the
window of an aircraft, provided that safety and regulatory requirements are not violated. Otherwise,
hold the camera nearly perpendicular to the window and as close as possible without touching it.
Clarity and high contrast detail are important. Photos which are clear in a 3 x 4 inch print may not
be clear when enlarged and reproduced. The best photos are taken on clear, haze-less days with a
quality camera. Cloud shadows over land areas usually adversely affect the quality of the photo.
The camera should be hand-held. Do not let the hands or arms rest on any part of the aircraft. If
vibration is transmitted to the camera the result will be a blurred photograph. Using a high shutter
speed will help. The sun should be behind the photographer.
Digital photos may be uploaded in CCWeb in .jpeg or .tiff format.
(1) Give camera position by latitude and longitude or true bearing and distance from a charted
object.
(2) Give a true bearing of the direction from the camera.
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(3) Give date and time that the photo was taken, the stage of tide if known, and any additional
information which may be of value to the mariner.
(4) Identify principal landmarks, navigational aids and headlands, capes, or points.
Excellent examples of the types of photographs requested may be found in the US Coast Pilots,
especially US Coast Pilot 2, Atlantic Coast: Cape Cod to Sandy Hook.
Examples of items to look for include:
Anchorages. Make every effort to obtain information on anchorage areas.
Bridges and Cables. Note bridges or overhead cables that recently have been constructed or
removed. When possible obtain permit drawings and completion reports for new construction, and
removal reports for removed structures. The authorities are the Coast Guard for bridges and the
Corps of Engineers for cables. Confirm proper names of bridges as included in the Coast Pilot or
shown on the charts. Obtain names for new bridges. Secure call signs and monitored frequencies for
bridges equipped with radiotelephone. Acquire or confirm operating procedures for pontoon bridges.
Channels. Verify charted depths for privately maintained dredged channels and basins, natural
channels, and other navigable waters which are not federal projects.
Nautical Chart Corrections. While in the field, you have an excellent opportunity to note necessary
chart corrections and to obtain data for revision. You are not expected to have time to locate
accurately all features necessary or to undertake complete surveys, but much useful information can
be submitted. Frequently, the location of an object may be determined adequately for charting as
position approximate (PA) without taking too much time.
Dangers. Verify the correctness of charted rocks, shoals, reefs, wrecks, piles, snags, and other
objects dangerous to navigation with local authorities. Check the existence or location of charted
objects whose position is doubtful (PD) or approximate (PA). If charted visible dangers cannot be
observed, recommend charting these objects as submerged dangers until a normal survey can be
made. Note the tide at the time of your observation (High Tide, Low Tide, Ebb Tide, Rising Tide).
If uncharted hazards to navigation are discovered during the course of a field inspection, they should
be reported immediately to the USCG District Commander (Aids to Navigation Branch). Follow up
your telephone report promptly with a letter to the USCG submitted through the Squadron
Cooperative Charting Chairman. Indicate on your CCWeb report what actions you have taken.
Depths and Sounding Sheets. It is important to obtain depth information for privately maintained
dredged channels and basins, natural channels, depths alongside piers and wharves, for other
navigable waters which are not federal projects, and improved channels not recently surveyed by the
Corps of Engineers. If a formal survey has been made recently, try to obtain a copy of the survey
sheet.
Ferries. Report the location of new ferry terminals and routes and the abandonment of old
terminals and routes.
Geographic Names. Research any changes, additions, or deletions of names. Attempt to obtain
verification from the most reliable sources possible, such as pilots. Investigate any names appearing
in the Coast Pilot but not on the nautical chart. If there is disagreement between names in the Coast
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Pilot and a nautical chart, consider submitting a change to the Coast Pilot. Any names submitted as
local usage should be verified by several long-term local residents or users and must agree with
Geographic Names Information System (GNIS). Their URL is http://geonames.usgs.gov/index.html.
Locks, Canals, and Hurricane Gates. Operational peculiarities of locks, canals, hurricane gates, and
other navigation projects should be noted. Information about traffic signals and radiotelephone
frequencies is of particular interest.

Pontoon Bridges and Cable Ferries. Pontoon bridges and cable ferries pose potential hazards to
mariners. They should be visited and complete operational information gathered. Information
regarding the operational peculiarities of other movable bridges is also of interest.
Ports - Major, Deep Draft. The inspection of large deep-draft ports requires planning and effort.
Familiarize yourself with the port by reviewing the Coast Pilot before beginning the inspection.
Make appointments with staff members of the large port authorities, pilots, and others who may be
unavailable on short notice. The public information (or public relations) department of the local port
authority should be visited first. Obtain copies of annual reports, harbor directories, brochures, maps,
photographs, and other descriptive material as available. Review the material and compare it to the
Coast Pilot for errors and information, noting any suspicious data, especially with regard to depths.
Keep in mind that this material is prepared to present as favorable a picture of the port as possible.

After compiling a list of questions on apparent discrepancies and of additional needed information,
the inspector should visit the department of the port authority which has knowledge of technical data
for the port (usually the traffic, engineering, operations, or wharf department). Contact the
engineering department to obtain all available drawings showing soundings alongside the piers and
wharves. If there is a harbor master or port warden, he should also be consulted. Request a tour of
the port, personally inspecting as many of the terminals and other facilities as possible. The port
literature should be forwarded with the report after the field notes have been prepared.
Next contact the local pilot association. Pilotage information must be thoroughly covered as it is one
of the most important items in the Coast Pilot. Request pilots to read the pilotage section in the
Coast Pilot and point out any errors or new information that should be added. Pilots will sometimes
invite the inspector to ride the pilot boat to the boarding station, and, occasionally, to board an
inbound ship. Obtain from the pilots the length and draft of the largest ship which entered the port
during the year of the field inspection.
Ports - Smaller, Deep Draft. Small deep-draft ports do not have large port authority staffs. Here you
will usually contact the general manager. As there are fewer local authorities to consult, as much
information as possible must be checked with the port manager. You must have thoroughly
reviewed the Coast Pilot and have definite questions in mind before contacting the port manager.
Radar and Radio Information. Obtain all possible information on the best radar targets.

3.4.6 Preparing the Coast Pilot Report
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The first thing you should do in preparation for transmitting your report is to organize your data by
completing the Coast Pilot Worksheets before you log onto CCWeb. Once your report has been
completed, log on to the CCWeb site. Nautical updates that are submitted will automatically go to
the Coast Pilot (Office of Coast Survey).
If you contacted the USCG about information you found, give pertinent details as to date and time, to
whom you spoke, which facility, and what was reported.
A digital annotated image of the nautical chart (NOS will only accept files with extensions of .jpg,
.gif or .pdf) showing items discussed in the Coast Pilot report needs to be uploaded to CCWeb.
This chart section has to be uploaded in the supporting documentation field of CCWeb.
Check your report to be sure you have included the make and model number of your depth sounding
device as well as its calibration or depth error and the depth of the transducer below the waterline.
Have a digital chart section(s) of the area(s) covered in this report ready to attach to your CCWeb
report. Be sure to indicate on each chart section the edition number and print date of the chart. Free
online chart downloads are available from NOAA at www.charts.noaa.gov. This will assure you the
latest chart edition and date. You can use a screen print, using a free program MWSnap at
www.mirekw.com/winfreeware/indext, of the area you need and modify it in a free graphics
program Paint.NET at wwwgettpaint.net or Microsoft Paint. MS Windows 7 has an easy to use
program called “Snipping Tool”.
Indicate on your CCWeb report if you have updated your charts using latest information from
NOAA. If you have a commercial graphics program already installed, it will probably do a better job
than the free programs.
3.4.7 Submitting the Coast Pilot Report
Refer to chapter 4 for log in procedure and selecting “Create a New Report” in the L.H. column
and follow the sequences.
USPS Co-op Charting Worksheets can be found at the CCWeb Live Site Page under the heading
“Documents/Training”.
3.6 Depth Surveys – DepthWiz
3.6.1 Introduction
Hydrography is the science that focuses on the measurement of physical characteristics of waters and
marginal land. Hydrographic measurements will include the tidal, current and wave information of
physical oceanography. They will include depth measurements, with particular emphasis on those
marine geographical features that pose a hazard to navigation such as rocks, shoals, reefs and other
features that obstruct ship passage. NOAA, through its Office of Coast Survey, is mandated to keep
our nautical charts accurate and safe to use.
Today, the purpose of depth surveys is to detect previously uncharted or new areas of shoaling
which might be hazardous to navigation. Budgetary constraints however limit resurveys to those
waterways frequented by commercial shipping. Other areas, those commonly frequented by
recreational boaters, are necessarily given lower priority. It is in these areas, of importance to us,
that USPS can make a concrete contribution to water safety by doing Cooperative Charting depth
surveys. However, our work must be accurate and reliable. Moreover, NOAA must believe that it is
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accurate and reliable. A Depth Survey produces a series of soundings that can be overlaid on a
nautical chart and used to verify or supplement charted depth information.
DepthWiz has been adopted by the USPS Cooperative Charting Committee and NOS as a method of
collecting and submitting depth information for use on nautical charts. DepthWiz surveys are
considered reconnaissance surveys. This means that NOS will not supersede shallower soundings or
disprove charted wrecks, rocks, obstructions, high water lines and low water lines or shoals. In
previous surveys that have been submitted there have been a growing number of concerns with the
information that has been provided to NOS. Therefore, NOS has come up with these instructions for
USPS members to use while using DepthWiz.
Depth Surveys are also fun to do. They get you out on the water, where you can practice boat
handling and using your GPS. At the computer you can practice electronic charting and data transfer
to and from your GPS.
3.6.2 Getting Started
The emphasis here is on simple equipment that many boaters already have, but used with care and
attention to detail so that our work will be acceptable to NOS.
3.6.2.1 Equipment
The boat should have a draft shallow enough to be safe in the area of the survey. Outboard or stern
drive power is preferable should one encounter unexpected shallow water. Plan your route to avoid
this problem. It is not only safer for the boat but very shallow water can mislead the depth finder.
Remember also: The bigger the boat, the bigger the fuel bill.
The Depth Sounder that reads to one decimal place, at least in shallow water, is mandatory, for this is
the precision we aim for. The transducer may be permanently mounted, such as on the transom, or a
portable with a rig that suspends it over the side, securely fastened to prevent shifting.
The GPS must be WAAS enabled or be a DGPS for maximum accuracy. The GPS serves not only as
the optimal method of localizing recorded depth measurements, but its navigational guidance
qualities can greatly assist you in performing the survey. To convert raw Garmin GPS data to be
recognized in DepthWiz, G7toWin is the preferred software since it is able to produce a file with a
.wiz extension recognized by DepthWiz. DepthWiz is the software developed by USPS for creating
depth survey reports acceptable to NOAA.
G7toWin is downloadable free at http://gpsinformation.org/ronh/g7towin2.html . (See descriptions to
use G7toWin with other GPS Manufacturers.)
Modern equipment lets us use the Automated Survey method where the depth is stored in the GPS
for each sounding. It requires a Sounder that can send NMEA data and a GPS that can receive it.
Simply connect the sounder’s Data-Out wire in its Power/Data cable to the GPS’ Data-In wire. Also
connect the red and black power wires from both to the boat’s battery. Set the GPS to NMEA Mode
to accept the data. Connections are unnecessary if the GPS and Sounder are combined, as in a Chart
plotter.
3.6.2.2 The Chart
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Determine your survey area using the latest edition of the largest scale NOAA chart. Download
the latest chart edition from NOAA at http://charts.noaa.gov/RNCs/RNCsIndv.shtml .
To plot depths on the chart it is necessary to calibrate it in DepthWiz. To do this you must know the
exact Latitude and Longitude of two points near opposite corners of the chart. The junction of a
meridian with a parallel is ideal. On a chart opened in a charting program, a mark can be placed at
any point and its Lat/Long noted. The Mark can be labeled with that Lat/Long for later reference, see
the red circles in figure 3-1.
Surveys are to be done only in areas where hydrography has previously been done, where you see
depth soundings on a chart. Do not work in areas colored blue without numbers. See red arrow in
Figure 3-11.

Figure 3-11. Do Not Survey Areas With No Hydrography.
A few additional notes about doing DepthWiz surveys:
-- DepthWiz surveys should not be done in areas where there is marsh (Green tinted areas).
-- DepthWiz surveys should not be done in federally maintained channels.
-- Do not survey in Dumpsites, spoil areas, and artificial reefs.
-- DepthWiz surveys should be done in areas that have not been surveyed recently.
(See the dates of prior surveys in the Source Diagrams on Nautical charts).
-- DepthWiz surveys should be planned to run as perpendicular to the charted depth curves as
possible. (See Figure 3.12)
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Figure 3-12 A Well Planned Depth Surveys Should Run Perpendicular to Depth Contours
This chart section illustrates diagonal courses with depths recorded at equal intervals, making them
very legible. It is important to check every sounding for a possible shallow hazard. Abnormally
shallow soundings noted on a survey might be valid uncharted shoaling but might also be spurious
readings such as might be produced by schools of fish. Therefore, if such soundings are noted, a
resurvey is necessary. You must visually scan the printed chart, checking each recorded depth.
3.6.3 Pre-Survey Preparation
3.6.3.1

Survey Method

The use of the track point setting is the recommended method because the lat/lon coordinates are
stored automatically, along with the depth, and time stamps at intervals you set in the GPS. The use
of distance settings are also recommended. This allows you to stop the boat, such as for a vessel or
wake to pass, and make no soundings until under way again.
Set the distance to 0.02miles (app. 106 ft.), the advantage of making many soundings is that you
are less liable to overlook a shallow point. The very orderly soundings runs of Figure 2 were made
with a distance interval.

3.6.3.2 Save other data about the run.
Print copies of the worksheets to carry them with you on your survey. They call for much of the
information that you will require after the run when entering data in DepthWiz.
It is necessary to convert your soundings to measurements from the water surface at MLLW in order
to be consistent with those depths already displayed on the nautical chart. DepthWiz was created to
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facilitate this conversion but requires specific and accurate input from you. It is best to have all this
information readily available before opening DepthWiz.
3.6.3.3 Transducer Offsets
One of the first subjects to consider is the transducer offsets. For DepthWiz there are two offsets to
consider: vertical and horizontal.
Vertical Offset. Your soundings are measured from your transducer which will not be exactly at the
waterline. It is necessary to determine the amount of this Transducer Correction. Several factors are
involved beside transducer depth, such as some degree of aft-end “squat” at survey speed. A sounder
can be offset to read as if it was on the keel or the surface, but it is still necessary to determine its
correction. A correction of 0.0’ will not be accepted.
To measure this vertical offset distance, make a sounding pole marked in tenths of feet. Drop an
easily seen marker, such as a used orange plastic laundry detergent bottle attached by line to a lead
fishing weight, in a relatively shallow area. Measure the depth near it with the marked sounding
pole. This measurement, in tenths of a foot, gives you the true depth at this location. Then with your
boat moving at survey speed, pass by the marker several times and record the average of the sounder
readings in tenths of a foot. Subtract this average from the measured depth. The result is the vertical
Transducer Correction which DepthWiz will apply to all your soundings.
Horizontal Offset. Horizontal offset is the horizontal difference between your GPS antenna and the
location of your depth sounding transducer. There is a delay of a second or so within the units that
makes a small position error. The farther forward the GPS antenna is from the transducer the greater
this error. Using a tape measure, measure and record the distance between the GPS antenna and the
sounder transducer along the centerline of your boat. The number of feet and tenths of a foot
measured is the horizontal transducer offset.
3.6.3.4 GPS Confidence Check
It is worthwhile to determine the exact GPS coordinates at your dock/lift (perhaps by the “Static
Test” technique described in the DepthWiz Manual). Before leaving for a survey, make one
Waypoint at this “known” position. Check to see that the Waypoint Lat/Long is correct. (It just has
to be close, not exact). This constitutes the “Confidence Check” asked for in DepthWiz.
3.6.3.5 The Survey Route
Creating a survey route to follow offers several advantages: one can comprehensively cover an area
without the worry of overrunning previous soundings and it is easy to advance by adding new
contiguous survey segments. Likewise, large areas can be broken up into smaller survey segments.
Accurate up to date charts can now be downloaded free from NOAA. This “freebie” is hard to beat.

For “Area Surveys,” we have chosen to plan soundings approximately every 600 feet (0.1 nm) in
what we call the “carpet bombing” technique. We have been using a 1:40,000 scale chart. The idea is
to “cram” in as many soundings as possible and still be able to read the values (and compare with
those already printed on the chart). Create survey routes on your charting program of parallel legs
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roughly 0.1 nm apart and preferably no more than 2 – 2 1/2 nm in length. It is best if the parallel legs
can cross perpendicular to the contour lines near shore but this is not always possible. Try to orient
the legs diagonally (SE – NW or SW – NE) or vertically (N-S) to make the soundings more legible
on the final chart product.
Sounding numbers tend to run together on the chart printout if the leg is horizontal (E - W). Six
parallel legs would mean 12 waypoints. Place one at each end of the leg, such as at the 6 foot contour
line (although we do go past the waypoint into shallower water, usually to a depth not less than 4 feet
or so). The route is then loaded to the GPS.
Plan the route to avoid areas shallower then about 3 feet because the sounder will be less accurate.
WARNING: If you do record a sounding less than 2 feet beware of the “Second Echo” effect. This
is where the primary echo returns before the unit is ready for it. The unit then records the second
echo. This occurs when the primary echo bounced off the bottom of the boat and back to the bottom
making two round trips. Once the sounder locks onto this second echo it will ignore the primary echo
and continue to show depths at twice the actual depth. The sounder must be turned off and restarted.
While Chart Navigator is still open, use the “A to B” tool to measure the distance from the middle of
the survey area to the tidal substation you used as a reference.
3.6.3.6

Tide

Remember, DepthWiz will convert your depth readings to values directly comparable to the charted
depths. Converting the transducer measurement to water surface level is only a part of what needs to
be done. You need to relate the whole series of readings, taken at different times, to a single
theoretical level, MLLW, the datum level used on NOAA charts. If you survey in tidal waters, most
of the readings will not be at low tide. You should use NOAA’s tide data to avoid possible errors.
Tide Predictions. If you happen to be doing your survey near a Tidal Reference Station and the tides
there are similar in time and height, you can use the tides recorded there during your run. Determine
the actual tide High and Low that embraces your run. Enter these in DepthWiz instead of Predictions.
They will not need further corrections.
Otherwise, you’ll need to find the Tide Prediction Substation nearest your survey area and use the
times and heights of the predicted low and high tides for the day of your survey. You should plan
your survey to lie on one part of the tide curve (between one high and subsequent low or vice versa)
for this simplifies DepthWiz’s job of doing the conversion for all these points on the curve to
MLLW.
Tide Prediction Corrections. But predictions won’t be enough. Tide Predictions are theoretical,
based on astronomical influences, but your readings will be taken under real world conditions. The
water levels you measure may be higher or lower than predicted due to meteorological influences.
You can correct for this in two ways. You can find a Tidal Benchmark near your survey area and
measure its height above the water at a time during your run. DepthWiz will compare it with
predicted tides and correct your predictions. Or you could find the NOAA web site for the closest
Reference Station and note the height of the predicted and actual tide levels shown at the mid-time of
the run. DepthWiz will apply that difference as a correction to all your soundings.
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3.6.3.7 Worksheets
On the Position Data Worksheet, you need to record the time you leave the dock/lift and the time
you return as well as the data asked for.
For the Depth Surveys Worksheet, you’ll also want to record:
•
Survey start and finish times
•
tide prediction times and heights;
•
tide correction time and values;
•
weather conditions such as wind speed and direction; •
•
water temperature.

barometric pressure;

3.6.4 Procedures
At the start of the run clear the GPS Trackpoint and Waypoint memories of all data from prior runs...
If you have data you want to save you can download it to a computer file and upload it back to the
GPS after the run.
After the run is completed, it is necessary to download the data to your computer and save this
raw GPS track data in a folder as a Garmin .gdb file. It needs to be free of any other entries, such
as waypoints from other areas.
Note: Late model GPS Garmin or other Manufacturer’s units using SD Memory Cards have different
file extensions such as .adm, etc. They need to be converted to .gdb format so that G7to Win can
recognize it.
Now start G7toWin and left click on “File” and clock on “Open”. In the “Look in” field search and
select your file folder with the .gdb file. On the bottom of this page in the “Files of type” pull-down
menu select “MapSource .gdbfiles (*.gdb)”. Your file should be shown on the page. Click on the file
name, it will be transferred to the “File name:” field on the bottom of the page. Now click on
“Open”, the following screen with your data should come up. As you will see, the time is showing as
“UTC” and “Temp” as °C. This will be converted back when entered into DepthWiz.

Figure 3-13 G7toWin showing your data
The next step is to make this file readable by DepthWiz.
Click on “File” again, click on “Save as…” and at “Save as type:” scroll down and Click on
“DepthWiz Importable files (*.wiz)”. Give it a name of your choice and click on “Save”. The file
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should now be in your folder. This screen will lock similar as Figure 3-16 but it now in .wiz format.
Note: Some MSWord versions also have a .wiz file extension. If the file shows an MSWord
icon, it will be imported correctly into DepthWiz. See Figure 3-14

Figure 3-14 File imported to DepthWiz
Now you are ready to import it into DepthWiz to finish your project there and add the resulting
necessary files in your report. Here comes your completely filled out depth survey very handy.
Suggestion: If you are new with depth surveys, follow the previous information and use the Practice
Site to gain experience.
When comparing your survey results with the depths annotated on the chart, you should be looking
for agreement with the charted depths. If the survey depths are shallower than charted depths
(i.e., shoaling) they are critically important to the chart maker, while deeper than charted
depths are considerably less so. Hence, most of your efforts should go into finding and reporting
shoaled areas. If you find a depth 2 feet or less than a NOAA charted depth, return to that spot and
cross it three times at 45 degree angles to outline the shoal, referred to as a “star pattern.” See Figure
3-15 for the star pattern example to resurvey a spot where shoaling may have occurred.
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Figure 3-15
If you find a larger area where the survey depth is 2 feet or less than a NOAA charted depth,
return to that area and use a “weave pattern” to cover the suspected area. See Figure 3-16.

Figure 3-16 Depth Survey Weave Pattern for Resurvey of Area Shoaling.
DepthWiz Checker. Before you exit the DepthWiz, run the program DepthWiz Checker from the
CCWeb Site. It will examine your data and report any entries that may be in error. You can correct
them now.
Chart. When you have made a “.dww” file with your data, run the DepthWiz > Charts > Depth
Chart Wizard. Here you will open your data and your chart file. You will calibrate the chart by
identifying two known points. Where a meridian crosses a parallel is an ideal point. You could also
place and label a Mark on a chart. (Figure 3.14). DepthWiz will then plot your soundings corrected
to MLLW, exactly where each one belongs.
DepthWiz Divider. If there are too many soundings for you to read them clearly, thin them out.
Before you click “Finished” run the DepthWiz Divider program. It will divide your file by any
number you choose, keeping the shallowest in a new file. Open this file in a clean copy of the same
chart to make a new, more legible plot.
It is essential that you examine each and every sounding for error or a possible hazard. That is your
job and must be done well.
3.6.5 Submitting the Depth Survey Report
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Refer to chapter 4 for log in procedure and selecting “Create a New Report” in the L.H. column
and follow the sequences.
USPS Co-op Charting Worksheets can be found at the CCWeb Live Site Page under the heading
“Documents/Training”.

3.7 Aids To Navigation and USCG Light Lists.
The Aids To Navigation (ATONS) and USCG Light List are new reporting programs since the
publication of the 2007 Cooperative Charting Manual. These two on-the-water programs go handin-hand with each other. The purpose of these programs is to compare what you see on the water
with what is appears in print (on the chart and in the Light List book.) Any discrepancies should be
submitted on an Inspection Report. See paragraph 3-8 Inspection Reports.
According to the glossary in the US Light List an Aid to Navigation is defined as “Any device
external to a vessel or aircraft specifically intended to assist navigators in determining their position
or safe course, or to warn them of dangers or obstructions to navigation. Using the standard for North
and South American, red ATONs (even numbers) are on your right when returning FROM the sea
and green ATONs (odd numbers) are on your left. (Red Right Returning) Red daymarkers should be
triangles and green daymarkers should be squares. See Figure 3-17 for ATON and Light List
Inspection.

Figure 3-17 Aids To Navigation and Light List Inspection
The USCG Light List is a publication in seven volumes which gives information on lighted
navigation aids, unlighted buoys, radiobeacons, radio direction finder calibration stations,
daybeacons, RACONs and LORAN stations. See the USCG website
http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/?pageName=lightlists for the volume that applies to your boating
area. Information on each light includes its name and location, geographic coordinates, light
characteristics, height, range of light, type of structure on which it is mounted, and remarks.
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Each volume contains aids to navigation in geographic order from north to south along the Atlantic
coast, from east to west along the Gulf coast and from south to north along the Pacific coast. It lists
seacoast aides first, followed by entrance and harbor aides listed from seaward. Intracoastal
Waterway (ICW) aids are listed last in geographic order in the direction from New Jersey to Florida
to the border of Texas and Mexico.
The listings are preceded by an introduction and glossary that is well worth the reading even by
seasoned boaters.

In doing ATON and Light List surveys, identify the area you wish to cover. Obtain the latest chart
for the area and the most current Light List (download the pages of interest from USCG light list
website). There are two types of ATONS: federal and private. Private aids are usually marked on a
chart with the letters “PVT.” Some private aids may have a light and may be listed in the USCG
Light List book. Any light not marked “Private” should be considered Federal and treated as such.
When underway in your area of interest, check every navigation aid and compare what you see with
what is printed on the chart and in the Light List (if applicable). If the navigation aid is listed in the
Light List, check its geographic coordinates to confirm it is in its correct position. Be sure to also
check the light’s operating characteristics agree with what is in the Light List book.

3.8 Inspection Reports.
3.8.1 Inspection Report.
Inspection reports are used only when NOTHING was found that should go into a report that
recommends changes to NOAA charts, Light List, or Coast Pilot.
If you worked all day and found nothing to report, file an Inspection Report. Do not file a nautical
item report. The observers will get credit and NOAA does not waste time and money processing a
report that has nothing of interest in it. In the Inspection Report section, under submenu “Inspection
Report”, in the comments block say something simple like: “Reported to appropriate authority”
Upload a section of chart (called a chartlet) into the “Inspection Report page”, not as a support
document. Support documents need not be filed in an Inspection Report. You will get no more credit
for that.
Doing surveys on US Army Corps of Engineers controlled waters, file an Inspection report. You
need say nothing more in the Comments section than something simple like: “Results reported to
appropriate authority” or “Inspection results reported to the US Army Corps of Engineers”.
3.8.2 “Maintenance” Items.
If you inspected a waterway or adjacent area, and found a discrepant item that does not require
NOAA Chart changes, such as an US Army Corps of Engineers Navaid problems, submit an
Inspection report. In the Inspection Report Comments entry, indicate something simple like:
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“Maintenance item reported to appropriate Authority.” If the appropriate authority does not require a
specific format report, and will accept a copy of the NOAA report, you may include comments
describing the discrepancy, then make an additional copy and provide that copy to the appropriate
authority.
Chartlets for Inspection Reports shall be entered in the Inspection Report page, not in the Nautical
Item report section.
The appropriate authority for Aids in Federal waters is the USCG Aids to Navigation Team (USCG
ANT) for your district. Do not report Maintenance items by Marine VHF Radio only, follow it up
by telephone, e-mail, Fax, or US mail. USCG ANT contact information is on page iii of the Light
List.
3.8.3 Preparing the Inspection Report.
If applicable and in preparation for submitting your inspection report via CCWeb, scan the
segment(s) of the NOAA chart or an USACE river chart, if applicable, that was surveyed, in
preparation for it to be attached to your report.
With any attachment(s) ready to be uploaded, you are ready to begin to enter your report.

3.8.4 Submitting the Inspection Report
Refer to chapter 4 for log in procedure and selecting “Create a New Report” in the L.H. column
and follow the sequences.
USPS Co-op Charting Worksheets can be found at the CCWeb Live Site Page under the heading
“Documents/Training”.
Finally, if all items in your report are satisfactory forward it and the District Chairman will check it
and if found OK, accept the report and forward it to the Area Representative for a second review. If
all is in order, the Area Representative will accept the report and forward it on to NOAA. Each
time the principal observer signs on to CCWeb, the status of that report will be found on the “CCWeb
Live Page” screen.
Remember: All types of reports completed by the same crew, on the same date, using the same
chart shall be entered on the same report. Each report type is to be entered with its supporting
documentation as a separate file.
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Chapter 4 Cooperative Charting Website “CCWeb” Guide
4.1 Introduction
CCWeb is the acronym for the Cooperative Charting Website. The purpose of this website is to
provide a seamless mechanism for handling the field data collected by USPS members. The
information collected in CCWeb allows cartographers at NOAA to apply new data in timely and
standardized manner.
Since April 1, 2003, all USPS districts have submitted their Cooperative Charting reports via
CCWeb. After USPS members collect data in the field, they input it onto a collection of forms
using any web browser. Once this data has been validated, the data from the forms is stored in a
database on a server located at NOAA headquarters in Silver Spring, Maryland. This
information will be quality reviewed by the Nautical Data Branch to determine if it should be
forwarded to the cartographers to update the nautical charts and/or United States Coast Pilot®.
CCWeb also allows participants to view the credits they received for a particular report. They
will also be able to view their national ranking, and their squadron and district ranking.
This chapter is designed for use by a General User using CCWeb.
4.2 Logging into CCWeb
4.2.1 CCWeb Home Page. The Cooperative Charting Website (CCWeb) can be found by
going to the USPS website at www.usps.org and selection “Site Index at the top of the page.
When the Site Index is displayed, select CCWeb. This will take you to the USPS Cooperative
Charting Reports Home Page. See Figure 4-1. You will use this page to “Login’ to the CCWeb.

Figure 4-1 CCWeb Home Page.
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If you chose to log in from your browser, the URL is https://www.ccweb.noaa.gov/ccweb_new/login.aspx. This URL should be bookmarked for your convenience. This will take you to
the USPS Cooperative Charting Reports Home Page.
When the Home Page appears on your screen, enter your USPS Certificate Number. The alpha
character for the certificate number is not case sensitive. Your certificate number needs to be
registered. This can be done by any USPS member that is already registered as a Log-In User.
Enter your password. (See section on entering a new observer and entering passwords.)
Everyone will be required to enter a password. If you have all your information and worksheets,
press the “Live Website Login” button.
If you forget your password, select and click on the “Forgot your password?” button. The
password reminder page will appear. Enter your membership certificate number - the first letter
is not case sensitive. Click on “Send Password”, it will then ask “Answer Your Security
Question (case sensitive).” Enter your answer and then click on the “Send Password” button.
Your password will then be sent to your e-mail account of record in the CCWeb database. You
will not be able to continue until you receive your current valid password.
After entering your Certificate Number and Password, select the site you wish to log in to. Your
password will work for either site, Live or Practice.
Should you press the “Enter” button on your keyboard, the default “Live Website Login” is
selected.
4.2.2 Password Creation. Passwords are required for all observers wishing to enter, review,
change CCWeb data or to review reports generated by CCWeb. Initial temporary passwords are
generated by the system and sent to the user’s e-mail address as contained in the CCWeb
database.
Passwords are good for 90 days. If log-in is attempted and the password has expired you may
change your password at that time by following the directions that accompany the notification
that your password has expired.
Your password must be at least 8 characters long, and have 3 of the following categories of
letters, digits, or special characters:
• Uppercase A-Z
• Lowercase a-z
• Numbers 0-9
• Special characters such as ! # % * $
Your password may not have a character that repeats 6 times.
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4.3 Main Menu Page.
After you successfully log into CCWeb the next page you will see is the “Main Menu.” See
Figure 4-2.
In the upper right portion of the Main Menu page displays the status of the reports you have
started and submitted. This area of the screen permits you to follow the progress of your reports
in the review progression and then acceptance by NOAA.
On the left side of the menu you will find hyperlinks that present various subjects applicable to
cooperative charting. Click on a hyperlink to proceed to a specific page. The little, red “new” or
“Revised on …” indicates that new information was recently put into this topic. Periodically,
review each of the subjects. These subjects are mentioned in various chapters of the Cooperative
Charting Manual. Hyperlinks will be discussed below.

Figure 4-2 Main Menu Page.
From the “Main Menu,” you can select hyperlinks on the left side of Main Menu Page. This is
noted by the white “Main” tab above the Your Charting Data Reports. Note the blue
“Documents/Training” tab next the “Main” tab. Selecting the “Documents/Training” tab
changes its color to white and the “Main” tab to blue and displays a page of hyperlinks to six
areas: Cooperative Charting Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), USPS Material, NOS
Material, USPS Cooperative Charting Worksheets, Useful Links, and PowerPoint Presentations.
Beginning on this page and found throughout the CCWeb pages in the upper right hand corner is
a blue circle with a question mark. Clicking on this will display various Help Menus for
assisting you in completing the various CCWeb pages and report forms.
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4.3.1 Change My Profile. Use this page to update your cooperative charting profile such as a
name change or an e-mail address change. Your USPS Certificate Number cannot be changed.

Figure 4-3.1 Change My Profile.
4.3.2 Create an Observer:
New Observers may be created by anyone currently having Log On authorization. Entering a
new observer is accomplished by selecting “Create an Observer” from the Main Menu page of
CCWeb.

Figure 4-3.2 Create an Observer
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At the top of the Create an Observer page you will note a box that needs to be selected to
determine the type of observer you are creating. There are two types of observers.
1. The “Login” type provides access for those who will be submitting reports. Password and email addresses are required. A New Observer must be verified before they will have access. This
is accomplished by verifying Name, Certificate Number, District, Squadron, and e-mail address
entered as recorded in the USPS database. If the information entered matches that in the USPS
database, verification is completed. If no match is found the person entering the new account is
contacted to resolve the discrepancy. When required fields have been completed and the box
“CCWeb Login Account” checked, click on “Save.” This will initiate the verification process and
should be completed within 72 hours.
2. The “Non-Login” type is an observer who does not want to use CCWeb for entry but needs to
be registered in order to receive credit for Co-Op charting work. No password or e-mail address
is required.
4.3.3 Create a New Report. Selecting this hyperlink will start you through a number of data
entry screens for the different types of reports as described in Chapter 3. This page begins the
process of creating a report. The first step is to enter the Investigation Date. Note the date
format: Month/Day/Year. Example: 10/31/2012. Leading zeros for months and days are not
required. The year must be completed with four numbers. See Figure 4.3.1 for the Investigation
Date Entry screen.
Note: Multiple reports of the same type (Nautical Chart Updates, United States Coast Pilot®
book updates, Depth Surveys, Range Line Surveys, Inspection Reports) completed by the same
crew on the same date using the same chart must be entered on the same report. Each survey is
to be entered with its supporting documentation as a separate file.

Figure 4.3.3.1 Investigation Date Entry
Press the “Next” button to move to the Chart Information entry screen.
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The Chart Information entry screen allows for selection of the type of chart: NOAA Chart or
USACE Chart; the nautical chart number, the chart date in the format of MM/YYYY, and the
Chart Edition number.
The next question asks if this is an Adopt-A-Chart report. You must select either Yes or No.
Answer Yes to indicate if the chart has been assigned to your squadron as part of the Adopt-AChart program. The default is the No answer. You must select “Yes” if your squadron has
adopted a NOAA chart. If you have an Adopt-A-Chart assignment and do not choose “Yes”
your squadron will not get the Adopt-A- Chart credit for the report. To see which charts have
been adopted, go to the Main Menu page and look for the hyperlink on the left side that says
“Report Reference Information” and then select “Adopt A Chart Status.”

Figure 4.3.3.2 Chart Information Entry
Press the “Previous” button should you wish to return to the Investigation Date entry screen.
Press the “Finish” button to move to continue data entry into your report.
This third screen continues data entry into your report. Note in the upper left corner of this
screen is the report number 20185 assigned by CCWeb. It is suggested that you write it down as
you will be using it later.
To the right of the Report Number are four options: Close Report, Save Report, Check Report
and Delete Report. Selecting the Close Report will save any of the information you’ve entered
and the report will be closed. The Save Report selection is use to save the data entered into the
report. It will be available for you the next time you open the report from the Main Page. Use
the Check Report feature to have the system review your entries for completion but not accuracy.
Should you wish to delete your report for any reason, select Delete Report. The report and the
report number will no longer be available to you.
At the bottom of this screen is an area for comments that could not be otherwise described
elsewhere in the report.
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At the top of the screen under the Report Number are two boxes. One shows Report Header and
the other shows Observation. You have been working in the Report Header, and if completed,
you are ready to move on to the reporting your Observation.

Figure 4.3.3.3 Chart Information Entry
Your first entry on this screen is to answer if your squadron is considered an inland squadron
using the Yes or No selections. The default is the No answer. Inland waterways (rivers and
lakes) include those waterways covered by NOAA charts and waterways covered by US Army
Corps of Engineer (USACE) charts. If you wish to know more about inland waterways, return to
the Main Menu Page, select “Documents /Training” tab at the top, and scroll down to
PowerPoint Presentations.
The second entry or entries is to list all of the observers. Note that your Certificate Number and
name are already listed at the top of the observer list. The person creating the report is
considered the principal observer. NOS needs to know who entered the information in the
computer should they need to clarify a portion of a report. Note also that at this time, the credit
percentage for the report is 100%. This must be edited should you enter any observers.
If there are more observers, enter their Certificate Numbers. Then use the “Verify Certificate
ID” to confirm the certificate number you entered is the correct name for the person. Check that
the observers you listed above are correctly shown. At this time you can change or modify the
observer list or the Credit Percentage for each observer. The total must equal 100%.
Below the Observers entered is where you upload any support files. Support files are like
attachments you add to your e-mails. Press the Browse button and locate the support files you
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want to attach to your report. Click “Post the File” to upload the selected file from your
computer to the web server. All Support Files must exist in digital format on your computer in
order to upload them. The only accepted formats are .gif, .pdf, .jpg, or .txt.
When all the observer information has been entered and you are ready to move ahead with your
report, look at the top of the screen and find two boxes directly under the Report Number. The
white box should read Report Header and the blue box should read Observation. Select the blue
box to enter information from your observations.

Figure 4.3.3.4 Report Selection Entry

Use this screen to select the type of report you with to submit. Chapter 3 describes the five
types of cooperative charting reports and the specific reporting requirements of each. Use this
screen to also enter the total time expended in planning, conducting field work, and in reporting
your report.
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4.4 Report Selections
4.4.1 Nautical Chart Surveys
Nautical chart surveys involve comparing the differences between the latest printed nautical
chart and what you see that actually exists, describing each discrepancy and its exact geographic
location, and reporting those differences on a CCWeb report.
All such discrepancies that are reported; and, after review at the district and national levels (to
ensure correct format, content, and accuracy); are forwarded to NOS (and other appropriate
agency) where the information is evaluated, and ultimately finds its way into new chart editions,
US Coast Pilot, Local Notice to Mariners(LNM), and related sources.
To find the up-to-date information about a NOAA chart and to view it, go to
http://www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/mcd/dole.htm
See Chapter 3 for a detail description of Nautical Chart surveys.

Figure 4.4.1 Nautical Report Entry Form
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4.4.2 United States Coast Pilot® Reports
The purpose of a United States Coast Pilot® report is to update, correct, amend, or completely
rewrite the text in a United States Coast Pilot® volume. See Chapter 3 for a detailed description
of United States Coast Pilot® update inspection. Use the latest update to the Coast Pilot volume
that is available. You will also find updates on this site with corrections for the printed download
version.
The URL for United States Coast Pilot® books is:
http://www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/nsd/cpdownload.htm.
In the Test Changes block, state the item to be corrected together with the correction as you
would like it to read. Careful attention should be given to ensure that reports and corrections are
accurate and meaningful to the mariner.

Figure 4.4.2 United States Coast Pilot® Report Entry Form
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4.4.3 Depth Survey
The purpose of depth surveys is to detect new areas of shoaling which might be hazardous to
navigation. Other areas, those commonly frequented by recreational boaters, are necessarily
given lower priority. It is in these areas, of importance to us recreational boaters, that USPS can
make a concrete contribution to water safety by doing Cooperative Charting depth surveys. Our
work must be accurate and reliable. A Depth Survey produces a series of soundings that can be
overlaid on a nautical chart and used to verify or supplement charted depth information.

Figure 4.4.3 Depth Survey Entry Form
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4.4.4 Range Line Survey
The purpose of Range Line Surveys is to collect positioning information on navigational ranges
that appear on NOAA charts. Collection of this information is of great importance to NOAA’s
nautical charting program as visual ranges are still an important piloting aid, but are arguably
less important than in the past with electronic positioning available today.
Range line surveys must not be reported more often than every three years. To check if a range
line has been reported in the past three years, return to the Main Menu and select the Report
Reference Info hyperlink. Then select Range Line Reports.

Figure 4.4.4 Range Line Survey Entry Form
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4.4.5 Chart Inspection
The instructions for using this type of report are described on the screen (also shown below).
It is required that you add a chartlet of the report area on NOAA charts for description
clarification.
For reports of USACE waterways and lakes, a chartlet is not required.

Figure 4.4.5 Chart Inspection Report Entry Form
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4.5 Tips for Users
• Only open one session of the website at a time on the same computer.
• General Users can edit only the reports that they created.
• All types of reports completed by the same crew, on the same date, using the same chart
shall be entered on the same report. Each type to be entered with its supporting
documentation as
a separate file.
• To change the status of a member (General User, District Chairman, National Committee
Member), please e-mail or call your District Chairman who will then pass the
requirement onto your National Committee Member.
• If you’re having any problems with the site, please log-out, and log-in again. You
will be assigned a new session identity (SID in the URL address) which will refresh
all the application variables.
• Do not use the Back button on your bowser.
• Log-out from your session before closing your browser.
• The web site uses Active Server Pages which retrieve information from the database
and display the data in the web browser. To ensure that you are seeing the latest
information in the database and not the latest information in your system cache, you
have to set your browser accordingly.
 Internet Explorer: Tools, Internet Options, Settings, Check for newer
versions of stored pages: Every visit to the page. (Always Renew)
 Netscape: Edit, Preferences, Advanced, Cache, Document in cache is
compared to document on network. Every time.
• CCWeb allows support files in the following formats:
 Text file (.txt), Adobe PDF file (*.pdf),
 GIF image file (*.gif),
 TIF image file (*.tif)
 JPEG file (*.jpg or *.jpeg).
 DepthWiz files (*.dww) must be uploaded as part of a Depth Survey report.
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4.6 Convention for Using Support Files
If the observer has supporting digital documentation such as a chart section, photographs, or
newspaper articles, each of these documents should be labeled with appropriate comments using
a free graphics program such as Paint.NET from www.getpaint.net. If more than one significant
feature is noted, a numeric designator is added (a number). Draw a leader line from the number
to the item. When uploaded into CCWeb, each file will request an Alpha designator (a capital
letter).
Support files are uploaded into the system separately from completion of the report. When you
complete your report refer to both the Alpha and the numeric designator, (A1, B13, etc.). That
letter will be added during the CCWeb upload process. Any number may be reused in
subsequent files as it will be referenced by a different alpha file designation. Any file may be
used over again in a separate item within your main report.

Figure 4-6 Support Item Chart Showing Area Covered In Report
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4.6.1 Support Labels and Items
An individual cooperative charting report in CCWeb may include attachments as necessary.
Support Label: The Support Label is used to refer to the file elsewhere in the report. Enter one
capital letter, A – Z.
Support Item: The Support Item is used to identify items on the support file later on the in the body
of the report. The Item must be numbered 0 – 99. When scanning the file, number each individual
item on that file and draw a leader line over to the item. On a graphics (preferred) or scanned file,
these annotation lines can be performed in a graphics program.
Support Label(s) and Item(s): Each Support File now has a Label that is one capital letter, A –
Z, and an Item that is a number 0 - 99. Please enter the Support File Label and Support File Item in
the box in your report that relates to the data being entered. Examples of required format: A0, B1, or
C21. Multiple entries are allowed such as (A1,B10,C0). The program will not accept spaces between
a comma and an Alpha character.
Support File: You can upload support files from your computer to the web server. The support file
must exist on your computer in order to submit it. The accepted formats are .gif, .pdf, .jpg,
.tif, or .txt. Images of nautical charts can be downloaded to your computer. You can download the
latest version of any NOAA chart at www.charts.noaa.gov/RNCs/RNCs.shtml.
When an attachment is listed to be uploaded to your report, select and click on the “Post the File”
button. Your attachment is then uploaded to your report and assigned its alpha character. When
CCWeb acknowledges receipt (this may take several minutes depending on the speed of your server
and the size of the upload), select and click on the “Save” button to save your attachments to the
report or proceed to enter additional attachments prior to clicking on the “Save.”
When your report is received at NOAA, the staff will look at your initial pages and note on your
initial page the location of your support data as in this example.
The observer will go to File C and look for item 1 in that file. Likewise, they will go to File D to locate
item 2 in that file. The same files, using different item numbers may be used over again in a different
item of you report. If you do not list support items here, they may not be noticed.

4.7 Logging Off
When you have completed your session on CCWeb, look to the top of your screen to find four
options displayed in blue. Remember, AVOID USING THE BACK BUTTON ON YOUR
BROWSER – YOU COULD LOSE YOUR ENTRIES. From the hyperlinks on the left side of the
screen, select “Log Out.” A message will be displayed asking “Are you sure you want to Log Out
of CCWeb?” Selecting “OK” will log you out of CCWeb and return you to the “Login” screen.
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4.8 Other Hyperlink Selections
4.8.1 Find an Observer
From the Main Page, one of the hyperlinks on the left side of the screen allows for a member to
find a member already entered in the cooperative charting database in four different ways to add
to the observer list. To work these ‘find’ options, you must click on any of the blue ‘search’
words. Pressing the “Enter” key will not work on this screen.

Figure 4.8.1 Find an Observer Page
4.8.2 Report Reference Information

Report Reference Information
Range Line Reports
Adopt-A-Chart Status
Depth Survey Utility DepthWiz
Figure 4.8.2 Report Reference Info Page

From the Main Page, click on the hyperlink that reads “Report Reference Info.” The following
screen will appear with three options to select.
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Selecting the “Range Line Reports” displays the Ranges that have been in the past three years.
Range line surveys must not be reported more often than every three years.
Selecting the “Adopt-A-Chart Status” displays the current charts that are in the Adopt-A-Chart
program.
Yellow highlight shows charts that have 90 days or less depending on the last submit date to
submit a report before the chart is removed from that squadron.
Red highlight shows charts that will be removed from the squadron because they have not
submitted a report after 1 year and 3 months.
An asterisk indicates a partially adopted chart.
A blank edition, investigation date and report shows charts that have never been reported on.
Read more about the Adopt-A-Chart Program in Chapter 5.
4.8.3 NOAA Awards
From the Main Page, click on the hyperlink that reads “NOAA Awards” displays the various
award categories as of the last completed year.
4.8.4 Dates of Latest Chart Editions
This hyperlink takes you directly to the NOAA, Office of Coast Survey, Dates of Latest Editions
(DOLE) website: http://www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/mcd/dole.htm
4.8.5 Chart Downloads
This hyperlink takes you directly to the NOAA, Office of Coast Survey, page at
http://www.charts.noaa.gov/ . There you can select to download NOAA Raster Navigational
Charts, NOAA Electronic Navigational Charts, or to use the Graphical Catalog
4.8.6 NOAA On-Line Chart Viewer
This hyperlink takes you directly to the NOAA, Office of Coast Survey, On-Line Chart viewer
website: http://www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/mcd/OnLineViewer.html
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4.8.5 NOAA Coast Pilot
This hyperlink takes you directly to the NOAA, Office of Coast Survey, United States Coast
Pilot® website: http://www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/nsd/cpdownload.htm
4.8.6 Co-op Charting National Committee
This hyperlink displays the latest listing of members on the National Cooperative Charting
Committee showing their areas of responsibilities and e-mail addresses.
4.8.7 Nearest Light
This hyperlink takes you to a USPS developed program to be installed on your computer. This
program permits identification to a USCG lighted navigational aid nearest you by entering your
coordinates or the coordinates nearest the light. This will allow you find very quickly the Light
List Number required in some reports.
The USCG Light List is published in seven volumes and contains lights and other aids to
navigation used for general navigation that are maintained by or under the authority of the U.S.
Coast Guard and located in the waters surrounding the United States and its Territories.
Each volume corresponds to a different regional area and contains more complete information on
each aid to navigation than can be conveniently shown on charts. The USCG Light List publications
can be downloaded in their entirety as PDF files.
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Chapter 5 USPS Cooperative Charting Organization
5.1 The Cooperative Charting Committee
The National, District, and Squadron Cooperative Charting Committees are the foundation upon
which our Cooperative Charting Program rests. This chapter will acquaint you with some of their
duties and responsibilities.
5.1.1 The National Cooperative Charting Committee
The National Cooperative Charting Committee is assigned to the Executive Department under the
direction of the Executive Officer, who holds the rank of Vice Commander. The Chairman and
two Assistant Chairmen of the Cooperative Charting Committee are recommended by the
Committee on Nominations, and elected at the Annual Meeting. The Chairman and Assistant
Chairmen carry the rank of Rear Commander and Staff Commander, respectively.
The Chairman administers the Cooperative Charting Program and directs and coordinates the
assignments of committee members. The Assistant Chairmen aid the Chairman and, in the
Chairman's absence, act in his place. The Chairman maintains close liaison with NOS, USACE,
and other charting agencies, the National Committee members, and the district Cooperative
Charting chairmen.
USPS Cooperative Charting Website (CCWeb)
An updated version the CCWeb was introduced in April 2012. CCWeb provides the means for
USPS members to create and submit their reports to NOS. CCWeb software is maintained on
NOAA-NOS computers and, thus, access is restricted to USPS members. A password is required to
access CCWeb.
CCWeb maintains records of all Cooperative Charting reports submitted and the credits awarded by
NOAA-NOS to individuals, squadrons and districts. The program also maintains a running ranking of
individuals; squadrons and districts with national standing in the program as well as those who have
achieve Honor Roll status. Certificates and other awards are based on these national rankings.
National Committee Responsibilities
Communication and coordination with NOS is the responsibility of the Chairman; however,
specific functions may be delegated by the Chairman to the Assistant Chairmen and others.
National Committee members may be assigned as Area Representatives who’s duties are outlined
below.
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Area Representatives
Communication and coordination with USPS districts is assigned by the Chairman to committee
members located near specific USPS districts. These individuals, referred to as Area
Representatives, are the principal line of communication between the USPS National Committee,
the USPS District Cooperative Charting Chairmen, and NOS' Office of Coast Survey. Their duties
follow:
(1) Recommend to the Committee Chairman changes in policy or procedures that would
improve the Cooperative Charting Program.
(2) Provide copies of all correspondence with NOS, other Committee members and the
district chairmen to those concerned. These include the district commander, the district
executive officer, and the committee chairman and assistant chairman.
(3) Provide advice and recommendations to the District Cooperative Charting Chairman
and National Cooperative Charting Committee Chairman for improving district
participation.
(4) Attend as many assigned district conferences as is practical and participate in their
Cooperative Charting seminars. Attendance at conferences requires the invitation of the
District Commander. Participation in seminars and meetings is at the pleasure of the District
Chairman.
(5) Attend, if possible, both USPS national meetings each year and participate in the
Cooperative Charting meetings and other meetings as may be necessary to carry on the
work of the program.
(6) Maintain good communications with each of the assigned District Cooperative Charting
Chairmen by correspondence and/or by telephoning each chairman on a regular basis.
Encourage them to send monthly letters to their Squadron Cooperative Charting Chairmen,
submit Cooperative Charting articles for publication in the district newsletter to promote
individual and squadron participation in Cooperative Charting activities. The area
representatives should assist district chairmen in any way possible to help them accomplish
their goals in their Cooperative Charting programs.
(7) Review the CCWeb Cooperative Charting reports received from the district chairmen,
and either approves them for NOS review or return them to the district chairman for further
work.
(8) At the beginning of each Cooperative Charting year, provide the National Cooperative
Charting Chairman with a list of the District Cooperative Charting Chairmen for the districts
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they represent. Should changes occur during the year, provide NOS and the National
Cooperative Charting Committee with the names, addresses, and e-mail address of the new
chairmen.
(9) Keep abreast of squadron changes in assigned districts and notify the
National Cooperative Charting Committee immediately of such changes.
(10) Provide feedback to the district chairman on the quality of reports submitted.
Area Representatives and other national committee members may be assigned special projects
and additional duties as required by the Chairman. Examples of such assignments are: audio
visual projects; presentations at the Annual Meeting, Governing Board Meeting, and other
meetings; training manual development and revisions; teaching aids; seminar outlines;
newsletter, and THE ENSIGN articles.
5.1.2 The District Cooperative Charting Committee
The District Cooperative Charting Committee is assigned to the Executive Department of the
district. The chairman is recommended by the district executive officer and appointed by the
district commander to serve with the rank of District Lieutenant. The District Cooperative
Charting Chairman coordinates Cooperative Charting within the district and is a liaison with the
National and squadron committees.
An assistant chairman, if one is appointed, may be assigned any area of responsibility that best
benefits the program. The USPS Operations Manual directs that the committee shall include at
least one member from each squadron of the district. The manual also states that if there is only one
member from each squadron, that member shall be the squadron chairman.
Some specific duties of the district chairman and the committee follow:
Establish Contact With the National Committee. The National Cooperative Charting`
Committee assigns an area representative to assist the chairman in each district. Before 1
March of each year, if possible, the District Chairman should contact his area representative and
provide the district Cooperative Charting contact information for the following year.
The district chairman should also ask each squadron commander to provide the name, mailing
address, e-mail addresses and telephone number of that squadron's Cooperative Charting
Committee chairman and send a copy of the list to the area representative. If possible, contact
incoming squadron commanders before the spring conference.
Establish Goals. The program goals and the schedule to accomplish these goals should be
distributed and explained early in the Cooperative Charting year. Examples of some goals are:
(1) Achieve 100 percent squadron participation.
(2) Have all squadrons on the Squadron Honor Roll.
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(3) Achieve "Number One District" in national rankings.
(4) Host three or more district Cooperative Charting rendezvous.
Process CCWeb Reports. The district chairman reviews and approves CCWeb reports
received from individuals and forwards them to the Area Representative.
Reports should be reviewed by the district chairman for completeness and accuracy. Unacceptable
reports will be returned to the principal observer with a note detailing the deficiencies. District
chairmen should make sure all items reported are chart-related. Credits are awarded according to
the importance and relevance of the item being reported, the thoroughness of the report, and its
accuracy, including supporting material.
Conduct Indoctrination Meetings for Squadron Chairmen. The district chairman should make
every effort to get 100 percent turnout for these meetings. Notify the area representative of the
meeting so that he may attend.
The following is provided as a guide for conducting such meetings:
(1) Determine whether squadrons have the current edition charts and publications they need.
(2) Discuss and demonstrate the correct use of the CCWeb, item by item, in completing a report.
(3) Review the procedure for requesting free charts for Cooperative Charting.
(4) Provide identification cards at the request of USPS members. It is intended that these cards
be used by participants when necessary to help verify the need for the requested information.
(5) Awards and recognition, national, as well as any available district awards should be discussed.
Requirements for these awards should be made clear to all.
(6) Explain the information and reports to be provided by the district chairman to the squadrons.
(7) Make sure each Squadron Cooperative Charting Chairman has the following necessary
material before the first Cooperative Charting event.
o Cooperative Charting Manual. (Available on-line at the bottom of the page at
http://www.usps.org/national/coch/ or by using one of the hyperlinks on the
CCWeb site.)
o Charts pertaining to each squadron's primary area of responsibility.
o Latest chart catalog.U.S. Chart No. 1, Nautical Chart Symbols, Abbreviations and
Terms
Communication. The district chairman should prepare periodic newsletters or bulletins for the
squadron chairmen. Articles should also be provided for the district and squadron newsletter. The
area representative should receive a copy of all correspondence with NOS.
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Notify Squadrons of Their Current Cooperative Charting Status. This information is
available for all to view on CCWeb. Ensure the Squadron Cooperative Charting Chairman knows
how to use CCWeb to find his squadron’s status.
Inform the district bridge periodically of district Cooperative Charting status. This information,
too, is available for all to view on CCWeb.
Encourage Training Seminars. Cooperative charting training seminars should be taught at the
squadron level but could be conducted on a district basis. The district chairman should provide an
outline and ensure that all squadron chairmen are equipped to provide this training.
Attend Meetings. District chairmen should make an effort to attend USPS Annual and Governing
Board meetings. The latest directives and proposed changes to the program are discussed at open
meetings. These meetings also give the chairmen the opportunity to question and meet area
representatives and NOS personnel.
5.1.3

The Squadron Cooperative Charting Committee

The Squadron Cooperative Charting Committee is under the supervision of the squadron executive
officer. The chairman and assistants are selected and appointed because they are willing and able to
serve. The chairman of the squadron Cooperative Charting committee is also a member of the
district Cooperative Charting committee.
The new Squadron Cooperative Charting Committee Chairman should become familiar with the
material in this manual. The principal contact for the squadron chairman is the district chairman
and the district chairman should be advised immediately of the name, address, phone number, and email address of each squadron chairman. It is helpful for the district chairman to have this
information before the effective date of the appointment.
The cooperative charting year begins 1 April and ends the following 31 March; these dates have
been established by agreement between the NOS and USPS. It would be helpful for the district and
squadron Cooperative Charting chairmen to be appointed for the same term. If this is not possible,
the new chairman must be prepared to move quickly, as five to six months of the program year may
already have passed before actually taking office.
Duties of Squadron Cooperative Charting Chairman.
Establish Goals for Your Squadron. These goals should be consistent with the goals of the
commander and executive officer. Some ideas for goals are:
(1) Achieve at least 20 % squadron membership participation.
(2) Have 10 % of membership on the national Individual Honor Roll.
(3) Achieve Honor Roll status for the squadron.
(4) Have 10 % of the squadron members complete a Cooperative Charting training class.
(5) Increase the total squadron credits by 100 % over last year.
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Prepare Merit Mark List. Each year the commander prepares a list of members who
qualify for Merit Marks. Taking part in the Cooperative Charting program may qualify a
member for a Merit Mark.
Encourage Participation. You should try to encourage squadron members to participate in all
areas of the Cooperative Charting Program. This includes all programs at described in Chapter 3.
Plan Group Activities. Initiating and coordinating special cruises and land parties will help
promote your squadron program by stimulating interest. Such activities might be to check for
United States Coast Pilot® changes, Cooperative Charting on-the-water rendezvous for nautical
chart surveys, a cruise up a bay or river to conduct range line surveys, or in your local area
conducting depth surveys.

Conduct Training Classes. Cooperative charting training classes are intended to be taught at
the squadron level, although it is also possible to offer classes on a district wide basis.
Prepare Articles for Newsletters. These articles should publicize the Cooperative Charting
activities and include the status of your squadron's participants. Status reports are available on the
CCWeb. This information in some format should be provided to the squadron chairman by the
district chairman.
Review Assigned Area. Many districts assign primary areas of Cooperative Charting
responsibility to the squadrons. Any participant may, however, submit reports from any area.
Attend Meetings. The most current cooperative charting information is usually discussed at district
conferences and special meetings called by the District Cooperative Charting Chairman. The
squadron chairman is a member of the district committee. Attendance and participation is the best
way to increase your knowledge. Pass this information on to your squadron members.
A Squadron Chairman's Typical Schedule:
April
Cooperative Charting year starts 1 APR.
Start monthly update of cooperative charting events and progress in squadron newsletter. Work
with the squadron executive committee in scheduling cooperative charting training and events. Hold
training session for squadron cooperative charting cruises. Remind members to update charts in
preparation for cruises.
May
Present information at squadron meetings on nautical reports. Attend your District’s Cooperative
Charting workshop.
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June
Publish a year-end report in the squadron newsletter. Update individual/squadron standings in the
squadron newsletter. Organize a squadron cooperative charting cruise.
July
Encourage participation. Stress need for quality reports.
August
Select Cooperative Charting cruise area for coming year.
Submit to D/Ch.
September
Remind members that September is the middle of the cooperative charting year. No reason to
slack off with plenty of time for good work on the water and in the field.
October
Encourage continuation of cooperative charting work through good weather in the fall.
November
Attend your district cooperative charting workshop.
January/February
Check CCWeb credit reports for accuracy (spelling, etc.). Attend the Annual Meeting.
March
Remind squadron: last chance to participate before 31 March! All reports are to be entered into
CCWeb by 20 March to allow for processing time by the district chairman and area rep. Develop
preliminary plans for squadron Cooperative Charting year. Consider plans for one more nautical
cruise. Attend and participate in the cooperative charting breakout session at district meeting.
Squadron Cooperative Chairman Checklist
Become aware of available CCWeb resources.
Select dates and then organize and publicize cooperative charting squadron functions
including:
Nautical chart cruise (2 or more each year).
Select and book overnight accommodations for cooperative charting functions.
Plan food and other necessities.
Divide participants into teams. Assign tasks to each team.
Assist in CCWeb report writing.
Present awards at squadron functions.
Prepare and deliver cooperative charting training sessions.
Attend cooperative charting training sessions.
Maintain close contact with squadron membership.
Attend district meetings, especially when cooperative charting and breakout
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programs are presented.
Prepare articles for the squadron newsletter.
Organizing a Squadron Cooperative Charting Cruise
o Choose cruise date.
o Select cruise area. Note: If the area is on a chart adopted by another squadron,
contact that squadron chairman (or commander if contact information is not
available) of your plans and ask if this squadron has plans to make specific time
sensitive inspections, such as Range Line Surveys and on their adopted chart(s).
If yes, select other survey items. As a matter courtesy also invite them to join
you.
o Publicize (squadron newsletter, telephone committee word of mouth).
o Invite district bridge members and members from other squadrons.
o Plan overnight accommodations, meals, cookout, etc.
o Assign cruise area based on experience, boat size/type.
o Check Local Notice to Mariners.
o Devote a regular squadron meeting program to the event.
o Determine number of boats, participants.
o Plan for the night preceding event... if overnight accommodations are required
(party, cookout, etc.).
o Assign somebody to take pictures, videos for squadron Public Relations Officer.
o Set deadline date for reports.
o Write articles for squadron newsletter, local newspaper, THE ENSIGN, etc.
o Day of cruise.
Captains' meeting (early am).
Don't forget to plan for lunch, usually on board.
Assign crews as necessary.
Agree on meet-back time and place.
Agree on VHFworking channel.
Allow time for data review, write-ups, and questions.
Don't forget land parties (e.g., spouses or other non-boating participants) to gather
data to gather United States Coast Pilot® land information

5.2 The Role of NOS
The NOS, a branch of the NOAA, is the federal agency that oversees the USPS Cooperative
Charting efforts. It is the intent of this program to produce accurate and up-to-date nautical
charts and related products through the use of well-trained, volunteer observers.
NOS works closely with the National Cooperative Charting Committee. Members of the
Cooperative Charting Committee are assuming a larger portion of the administrative duties of the
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Cooperative Charting Program. These increased responsibilities require additional concentrated
training sessions to ensure that the members of this committee are capable of providing the
functions necessary for a successful program.
5.3 Quality Assurance and the Role of Peer Review
The worksheets and checklists included in Chapter 3 are intended to help guide you in meeting the
initial screening requirements for reports submitted to NOS. Review each checklist to ensure that
your reports conform to these minimum requirements. Another way to insure cooperative charting
reports meet the minimum requirements is to use the “Check Report” feature available at the top of
the CCWeb page as show below.

Also, encourage your principal observers to use DepthWiz Checker when preparing DepthWiz©
depth reports.
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GLOSSARY
The terms in this glossary appear in the United States Coast Pilot® such and other authoritative
reference sources. No definitions could be found for a few terms, and others have no universally
accepted or generally recognized definition. References include Gershom Bradford's A Glossary of
Sea Terms, Rene de Kerchove's International Maritime Dictionary, the National Ocean Service
Nautical Chart Manual, Bowditch's The American Practical Navigator, the Federal Register, and
Webster's Dictionary.
ANMS: Automated Notice to Mariner's System.
ATON: Aid to Navigation.
apron: The portion of a wharf lying between the water's edge and the transit shed.
atoll: A ring-shaped coral reef, often with low sandy islands, nearly or entirely surrounding a
central lagoon.
awash: Situated such that the top is intermittently washed by waves or tidal action. The term is
applied both to fixed objects, such as rocks, and to floating objects with their tops flush with or
slightly above the surface of the water. (See rocks awash.)
bank: A submerged plateau over which the water is relatively shallow, but sufficient for safe
navigation; and over which there is no island projecting above the surface of the water. However,
it may serve as a support for a secondary formation, such as a shoal, which is a danger to
navigation. The boundary between a bank and a shoal (or reef) is sometimes considered to be 10
fathoms, i.e., banks have depths greater than 10 fathoms. (See ledge, reef, and shoal.)
bare rock: A rock extending above the datum of mean high water. In the charting of the NOS,
bare rock symbols are used for rocks extending more than one foot above mean high water on the
Atlantic coast, and extending more than two feet above mean high water on the Pacific coast. (See
rock, rock awash, and submerged rock.)
barrel: A unit of volume or weight, the U.S. petroleum value being 42 U.S. gallons (i.e., there are
42 U.S. gallons in a barrel of fuel oil).
bayou: Generally, a minor, sluggish waterway or estuarial creek, generally tidal or with a slow or
imperceptible current, and with its course generally through lowlands or swamps tributary to, or
connecting with, other bodies of water. Also called slough.
beach: The area between extreme high and low water lines.
Beaufort scale: A numerical scale for indicating wind speed on the open sea. Named after
Admiral Sir Francis Beaufort who devised it in 1806.
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bore: A very rapid rise of the tide in which the advancing water presents an abrupt front of
considerable height. Bores generally occur in shallow estuaries where the range of tide is large. In
Turnagain Arm, Alaska, the bore is said to be 4 to 6 feet high at times. A bore is very dangerous
for small craft.
boulder: Any detached and rounded mass of rock, usually more than 10 inches, and as much as
10 feet or more, in diameter.
Bowditch: The U.S. Navy's "American Practical Navigator," but the book is still commonly
known as "Bowditch." In 1802 the first edition of the "New American Practical Navigator" by
Nathaniel Bowditch (1773-1838) was published by Edmund March Blunt. The book was in its
35th edition in 1867 when the copyrights were sold to the U.S. Navy.
breakwater: Any structure which breaks the force of the sea at a particular place, thus forming
protection for vessels. Normally an artificial embankment, most often constructed of stone.
Bridge Books: The common term for Bridges Over the Navigable Waters of the United States,
published by the U.S. Coast Guard. Among the types of data included for each bridge are the
location, owner, and navigational clearances. The publication consists of four parts: Part 1,
Atlantic Coast; Part 2, Gulf and Mississippi River System; Part 3, Great Lakes; and Part 4, Pacific
Coast. In 1967, the Coast Guard assumed jurisdiction of bridges over navigable waters.
bulkhead lines: See harbor lines.
bulkhead wharf: A wharf flush with the general adjacent shoreline and of solid construction
(usually a back-filled masonry wall), as opposed to the open pile type of construction. Also called
a quay. (See pier and wharf.)
bush (or brush) stakes: Stakes put up by local people to mark channels, usually consisting of cut
bushes or tree branches. It is often impossible for strangers to know on which side of bush stakes
to pass in order to carry the best water.
cable: A British and/or Canadian unit of length. A cable length equals 0.1 nautical mile, or 100
fathoms.
cardinal point: Any of the four principal directions: north, east, south, or west. The intercardinal points are northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest.
causeway: Sometimes used interchangeably with bridge, a causeway generally has its deck
(which carries the traffic) supported by solid fill across shallow water or marsh; as opposed to a
bridge, which has its deck elevated across water or other obstructions, supported only by
abutments and/or piers.
cay: A low coastal key or islet of sand or coral. Cay is the usual spelling, and "key" is the usual
pronunciation in the West Indies.
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Chart No. 1: A joint publication of the National Ocean Service (NOS) and the National Imagery
and Mapping Agency which contains the standard symbols and abbreviations which have been
approved for use on nautical charts published by the U.S.
chimney: A relatively small, upright structure projecting above a building for the conveyance of
smoke; in charting landmarks, it is important to distinguish between chimneys and stacks.
cliff: A high, steep face of rock.
coast: In general, this term refers to a strip of land of indefinite width bordering the sea.
ChCoCh or CH/CO/CH: Chairman Cooperative Charting.
ChCoChCom: Chairman Cooperative Charting Committee.
CoCh: Cooperative Charting.
Columbia River Datum: A special charting datum for the Columbia River on the west coast of
the United States, defined in general terms as mean of lower low water during lowest river stages.
container freight station: An area at a container terminal in which the goods are removed from
the containers and made up into lots for subsequent shipment to their respective final destinations.
controlling depth: The least depth in a channel (dredged or natural); it restricts use of the channel
to that depth.
OCS: Office of Coast Survey (formerly C&GS).
cupola: A small turret or dome-shaped tower which rises from a building and is small compared
to the building.
Customs station: A place, other than a port of entry, to accept entries of merchandise, collect
duties, and enforce the various provisions of the customs and navigation laws.
cut-off: A straight channel dredged through a bend in a winding waterway (usually a river), thus
straightening and shortening the route for navigating the waterway; navigation of the bend so cut
off from the former course of the waterway may or may not be possible after construction of the
cut-off.
DCoChCom: District Cooperative Charting Committee.
deadhead: A log or spar floating on end (vertically) and mostly submerged. Also called sinker.
deep draft: A very general term used to qualify, as "deep-draft vessel," "deep-draft port," "deepdraft to channel," etc.; it refers to the draft of a ship, which for commercial ships, is usually 25 feet
or more. (See ship, small boat, and small craft.)
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Defensive Sea Areas: Areas established by Executive Order for security purposes in the vicinity
of naval establishments.
DGPS: Differential Global Positioning System.
DMA: Defense Mapping Agency. (Known today as the National Imagery and Mapping Agency
(NIMA)).
direction of current: The direction toward which a current is flowing, called the "set" of the
current.
direction of waves or swell: The directions from drafts of less than which waves or swell are
moving.
direction of wind: The direction from which a wind is blowing.
displacement: The weight of water (in long tons) displaced by a vessel afloat at the draft under
consideration. "Light displacement" is the displacement when the vessel is unloaded of cargo,
stores, potable water, and most of the fuel. "Loaded displacement" is the displacement when the
vessel is fully loaded with cargo, fuel, water, stores, etc.
diurnal range: Short for great diurnal range, which is the difference between mean higher high
water and mean lower low water.
diurnal tide: A type of tide having only one high water and one low water during a tidal day. The
predominating type of tide throughout the world is semidiurnal, which has two nearly equal high
waters and two nearly equal low waters in a tidal day. The third type of tide is the mixed tide,
where there is an appreciable difference between the two high waters and between the two low
waters; this difference is called diurnal inequality.
dock: The slip (water space between two piers) where vessels moor. Often improperly used in
reference to a pier or wharf.
dolphin: A group of piles lashed or bolted together. (See piling.)
dome: A large hemispherical cupola, or a roof that is actually rounded or many sided.
DR: Deduced Reckoning - Dead Reckoning.
dry dock: A general term which refers to any device which hauls the hull of a ship clear of the
water for maintenance and repairs, other than those devices which depend upon the tidal cycle.
Usually refers to a floating dry dock or a graving dock.
ebb current: The movement of a tidal current away from shore or down a tidal stream. The
opposite is flood current.
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face of a wharf (or pier): The extreme seaward side, usually more or less parallel to the shore; on
a wharf, this is the longest side of the structure at which vessels moor, while on a pier it is the
shortest side and is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the pier. For a pier, it is also called the
pierhead or head of pier.
federal project depth: The design dredging depth for a channel constructed by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, as authorized by an Act of Congress upon recommendation by the Chief of
Engineers. The project depth may or may not be the goal of maintenance dredging subsequent to
the completion the channel. An attempt is usually made to maintain important channels at their
project depths, but minor channels may be maintained to some depth less than the project depth
and the controlling depth of a channel, without additional information.
feel the bottom: The action of a vessel in shoal water, when its speed is reduced and it sometimes
becomes hard to steer. Also called smell the bottom.
finger piers: Small piers which extend from a large main pier.
fiord (or fjord): A long, deep, narrow arm of the sea between high banks or rocks, as on the coast
of Alaska. Somes Sound in Maine is also sometimes referred to as a fiord.
fish havens: Artificial fishing reefs established in U.S. coastal waters to simulate natural reefs and
wrecks that attract fish. The reefs are constructed by private interests by dumping assorted junk
ranging from old Liberty ships to scrap building material in areas which may be of very small
extent or may stretch several miles along a depth curve; old automobile bodies are a common
material used. The Corps of Engineers must issue a permit, specifying the location and depth over
the reef, before such reefs may be constructed. However, the reef-builder's adherence to permit
specifications can only be checked with a wire drag. Navigators should be cautious about passing
over these artificial obstructions or anchoring in their vicinity.
flagpole: A single staff or pole from which flags or other signals are displayed, rising from the
ground and not attached to a building.
flagstaff: A staff or pole from which flags or other signals are displayed, rising from a building.
floating breakwater: A breakwater consisting of a series of logs or timbers chained or lashed
together and secured by chains or cables attached to anchors or large blocks of stone, so as to form
a protected basin for the mooring or anchoring of vessels.
floating dry dock: A floating structure so built it can be submerged to receive a vessel, and then
pumped out to expose the vessel's bottom.
flocculation: A jellied material which is deposited in the lower part of the Mississippi River
during low-river stages. It consists of suspended material which, after being carried down river by
the current, comes into contact with the relatively still salt water which backs into the passes. This
muck has been local observed to be as much as 10 to 15 feet deep and, although slowed down by
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it, deep-draft vessels are able to plow through. The material remains where deposited until flushed
out during high stages of the river.
flood current: The movement of a tidal current toward the shore or up a tidal stream. The
opposite is ebb current.
GPS: Global Positioning System.
graving dock: A fixed, enclosed basin into which ships are taken for below-the-waterline
cleaning, painting, and repairing. It is fitted with watertight entrance gates which, when closed,
permit the dock to be pumped dry.
groin: A structure projecting from shore and designed to break the current, thereby checking
erosion or shoaling.
harbor lines: Lines prescribed by the Corps of Engineers which limit the length of piers and other
structures projecting into navigable channels. The construction of structures toward the channel
from this line is not permitted unless the harbor lines are modified. Navigation improvements and
surveys by the government do not extend inside (shoreward of) the harbor lines. Harbor lines are
of two types, pierhead lines and bulkhead lines. Bulkhead lines are prescribed where the
waterfront construction is of a solid nature, such as marginal wharves, backfilled seawall and
bulkhead wharves; the water areas inside bulkhead lines normally may be filled in by private
concerns upon proper application to that the Corps of Engineers. Pierhead lines are associated
with open-type construction, such as open pile piers, and no such structure may extend toward the
channel of these lines. For waterfronts where both types of construction occur, both lines will be
prescribed. Harbor lines are usually straight line segments crossing the outermost pierheads and/or
bulkhead facilities, and are marked with accurately located, permanent monuments so that
surveyors may easily locate them.
harbor master: A local official who has charge of mooring and berthing of vessels, collecting
harbor fees, and other duties.
HDOP: Horizontal Dilution of Position, a figure of merit for describing optimum satellite
distribution in GPS and DGPS.
holding ground: A term used in describing an anchorage area, according to whether or not the
material of which the bottom is composed will prevent a ship's anchor from dragging. Clay is
considered the best, then mud, then sand.
Hudson River Datum: A special sounding datum used on the Hudson River of the northeastern
United States. It is approximately the mean low water of the summer months when the river is
usually at its lowest stages.
hulk: Generally, an unrigged hull condemned as unfit for the risks of the sea and used as a
floating depot or crane platform in a harbor or roadstead.
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hummock: A natural elevation of the earth's surface resembling a hillock, but smaller and lower.
hurricanes: Severe tropical cyclones with winds of force 12 or more on the Beaufort scale (above
63 knots). The entire Caribbean area, the Gulf of Mexico, the coastal regions bordering these
bodies of water, and the North Atlantic coast are in danger of disturbances during the hurricane
season, which generally begins in June and closes in November. The months of greatest frequency
and of likely severity are August, September, and October.
hydrography: The science which deals with the measurement and description of the physical
features of bodies of water and their marginal land areas; special emphasis is usually placed on the
elements that affect safe navigation; also the publication of such information in a suitable form for
use by navigators.
HYDROLANT: An urgent notice of changes in aids to navigation or of dangers to navigation in
the Atlantic originated by the NIMA and disseminated for the immediate safeguarding of shipping.
HYDROPAC: An urgent notice of changes in aids to navigation or of dangers to navigation in
the Pacific, originated by the NIMA and disseminated for the immediate safeguarding of shipping.
Ice atlas: Oceanographic Atlas of the North Atlantic Ocean published by Naval Oceanographic
Office, distributed by the NIMA Office of Distribution Services, has six sections. Section III is Ice.
intercoastal: Refers to seaborne trade or navigation between domestic ports situated on
noncontiguous sea coasts.
international nautical mile: A unit of length equal to 1,852 meters exact (6,076.11549 feet).
international radio distress frequencies: See radio frequency.
intracoastal: Refers to waterborne trade or navigation inside the coast, i.e., in Inland waters.
jetties: Manmade structures consisting of stone, earth, or timber embankments projecting into the
water on one or both sides of a channel. Their primary purpose is to prevent the accumulation of
current-borne silt in channels, but they may also act to some degree as a breakwater. Jetties are
often built on both sides of the entrance channel to the mouth of a river or to a tidal harbor to
concentrate and restrict the direction of the current, thus tending to increase the depth of water over
the bar.
kelp: A large seaweed that grows on rocky bottom. Dead, detached kelp floats on the water in
masses, while live kelp is attached to rocks away from the surface. Live kelp is nearly always an
indication of depths less than 10 fathoms.
key: A low island or reef, as one of the coral islets off the coast of Florida.
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kona weather: The term "kona" is of Polynesian origin and means "south." It refers to the
southerly winds and accompanying weather on the normally leeward slopes of the principal
Hawaiian Islands. During these storms, heavy rainfall can be expected on the lee sides of coasts
and slopes which normally have almost no rain.
land breeze: a breeze blowing from the land to the sea. It usually blows by night, when the sea is
warmer than the land, and alternates with a sea breeze, which blows in the opposite direction by
day. (See offshore wind.)
ledge: A rocky formation continuous with and fringing the shore. See reef and shoal.
lee shore: The shore on the lee side of a vessel, i.e., the shore toward which the wind is blowing
the vessel.
local mean sea level: The mean level of the sea at a place; should not be confused with a sea
level datum. A sea level datum is an adjusted datum arrived at by holding sea level fixed as
observed (over a period of at least 19 years) at a selected number of tide stations, whereas local
mean sea level is derived entirely from observations made at the local tide station; the difference
between the two may be quite significant for some local areas. The geodetic leveling of the
National Ocean Service is based on the "Sea Level Datum of 1929." Since elevations of the
interior of the U.S. are referred to a sea level datum, "mean sea level" (commonly shortened to
"sea level") in the interior refers to the sea level datum; mean sea level (or sea level) in this case
does not necessarily equal local mean sea level at any particular coastal point.
LNM: Local Notice to Mariners. A weekly update of nautical chart corrections that is published
by USCG.
LOP: Line of Position.
log booms: Heavy logs chained or lashed together and moored or anchored so as to enclose and
contain rafted logs.
lookout tower: Any tower surmounted by a small house in which a watch is habitually kept.
LOOP: Louisiana Offshore Oil Port; a deep water offshore port.
m: meter, a unit of linear measure.
mm: millimeter, 1/100 of a meter.
marginal wharf: A wharf flush with the general adjacent shoreline and normally of concrete or
asphalt decking atop open pile supports. This is the predominant type of modem general cargo
wharf. (See pier and wharf.)
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marine railway: An incline plane on the bank of a river or harbor; equipped with tracks, cradles,
and winding machinery, on which small-to medium-sized vessels are hauled out for bottom
maintenance or repairs. They may be built so that vessels are hauled out sideways or end-on,
usually the latter. The slopes of marine railway tracks generally range from 1/15 to 1/25. Their
capacities are rated on the basis of hauling power (the tons of pull exerted by the winding
machinery) or on the overall length and/or displacement of the largest vessel which can be
handled.
mean sea level datum: See local mean sea level.
mean tide level: The level halfway between mean high water and mean low water. It should not
be confused with mean sea level. Also called half-tide level.
MHW: Mean High Water.
MLLW: Mean Lower Low Water.
mid-channel (or controlling) depths: General depths or controlling depths for the middle half of
a channel (Coast Pilot usage).
mobile hoist: A device for hauling out small craft and moving them over land to cradles or to the
place at which their hulls and underwater appendages are cleaned, painted, or repaired. It consists
of a self-powered steel frame on rubber tires, with two slings suspended from electric hoists. The
lift is run out onto a track extending over the water, the slings are lowered beneath the water, and
the boat is positioned over the slings; the hoists then raise the slings (and the boat) above the track
and ground, the lift backs off the track.
mud berth: A berth in a tidal harbor where the vessel lies on soft bottom at low water.
NIMA: National Imagery and Mapping Agency. Formerly known as the Defense Mapping
Agency (DMA).
nmi: nautical mile (6076.1 feet)
norther: A strong, cold wind from a northern quarter, especially in the Gulf of Mexico. Northers
occur mostly from November to February and sometimes attain storm (whole gale) force.
NOAA: National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration
NOS: National Ocean Service.
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Notice to Mariners: A weekly publication of the National Imagery and Mapping Agency, the
National Ocean Service, and the U.S. Coast Guard, containing corrections to charts and
publications for both foreign and domestic waters. Each Coast District Commander publishes a
Local Notice to Mariners covering changes in aids to navigation and other important marine
information. Notice to Mariners items (as well as storm warning and other information) of an
urgent nature are broadcast by Coast Guard and Navy radio stations.
offshore current: A current flowing some distance from the shore. An inshore current flows near
the shore.
offshore wharf: A wharf, usually of open pile construction, which is well offshore and connected
to the shore only by one or more approach trestles. (See pier and wharf.)
offshore wind: A wind blowing from the land toward the sea. (See land breeze.)
open pile construction: A type of construction of wharves and piers whereby the decking of the
structure is supported by piling driven into the bottom, as opposed to solid construction where the
deck and supports are integral, being built up continuously from the bottom (no open space
beneath the structure), such as earth or rock fill and solid, reinforced concrete structures.
PA: Position Approximate
PD: Position Doubtful
palisade: An extended line of bold cliffs along the coast or forming the bank of a river.
pier: A structure extending from shore into the water for the mooring of vessels; its longest
dimension is approximately perpendicular to the shore and vessels usually moor on both sides (and
sometimes at the offshore end or pierhead).
pierhead: See face of a wharf (or pier).
pierhead lines: See harbor lines.
pile: A long, heavy timber or section of steel, concrete, etc., forced into the earth to serve as a
support, as for a pier, or to resist lateral pressure.
piling: Piles collectively; a structure of piles. (See dolphin.)
pilotage: The requirements and procedures for vessels to avail themselves of the services of local
pilots, usually referring to a compulsory state pilotage system. Also (except in the Coast Pilots)
the charges for these services.
pilot boarding station: The point at which in-bound vessels are boarded by local pilots.
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pilot boat cruising area: For places at which a pilot boat cruises continuously to meet inbound
vessels, the cruising area of the pilot boat. This is usually an area on the order of two to five miles
in diameter. Also called pilot boat (vessel) cruising station or pilot boat (vessel) station.
pilot station: The central office ashore maintained by pilot associations. Pilot stations usually are
manned by dispatchers and have facilities for radio communication between the station, pilot
boats, and ships; some stations, particularly on the west coast, equipped with radar.
POL pier (or wharf): Term sometimes used by the Naval establishment for fuel pier or wharf
(POL is an acronym for Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants).
port of entry: A place designated by due authority at which a customs officer is assigned with
authority to accept entries of merchandise, to collect duties, and navigation laws.
Port Series: A series of reports published by the Corps of Engineers describing in detail the
facilities and services available to shipping at selected United States seaports.
Port Services Department: The department headed by the Port Services Officers of a United
States Naval Station. The Port Services Officer is the responsible for all services to vessels within
the Naval Station, such as the assignment of berths and anchorages; the use of piers, landing sites,
pilots, etc.; and the arrangements for repairs, supplies, fuels, medical services, etc.
QA: Quality Assurance.
quarantine station: A (Public Health Service) medical control center located ashore where
patients with contagious diseases from vessels in quarantine are taken. It is also used for
passengers and crews arriving from suspected ports while fumigation or any other disinfection is
carried out on board the ship.
quay: See bulkhead wharf.
radio frequency: The number of cycles per second of radio waves. Frequencies are usually given
in kilohertz (kHz), thousands of cycles per second, or in megahertz (MHz) millions of cycles per
second. The international radio distress frequencies are 500 kHz for radiotelegraphy and 2182
kHz for radiotelephony. In U.S. waters, the VHF-FM frequency 156.80 MHz (Channel 16) is for
safety and calling only.
reef: A relatively extensive rocky or coral elevation off the sea bottom at or near enough to the
surface to be a danger to surface vessels. A "barrier" reef roughly parallels land but is some
distance offshore with deeper water intervening. A general guideline sometimes used is that a reef
(or shoal) is covered and to enforce the various provisions of the customs by less then 10 fathoms.
(See ledge and shoal.)
reported (information): The qualification "reported" is used on charts and in other government
publications to denote information that has not been verified by government surveys or
inspections.
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roadstead: An area near the shore, where vessels can anchor in safety, usually a wide indentation
in coast, affording less protection than a harbor. One with relatively little protection may be called
an "open roadstead." Also called road.
rock: An isolated rocky formation or a single large stone, usually one constituting a danger to
navigation. A "pinnacle rock" is a sharp-pointed rock rising from the bottom.
rock awash: A rock which is exposed at any stage of the tide between mean high water and the
low water chart datum. In the charting of NOS, there are two categories of rocks awash--a rock
awash in of vessels general, which has its peak between one foot above mean low water and one
foot above mean high water for the Atlantic coast and two feet above mean lower low water and
two feet above mean high water for the Pacific coast--a rock awash at chart datum, which has its
peak between one foot below and less than one foot above mean low water for the Atlantic coast
and two feet below and less than two feet above mean lower low water for the Pacific coast. See
rock, bare rock, and submerged rock.
sea breeze: A breeze blowing from the sea to adjacent land. It usually blows by day, when the
land is warmer than the sea, and alternates with land breeze.
seamount: A term used in submarine topography and applied to an isolated submarine mountain
rising more than 500 fathoms above the general sea floor.
seiche: A stationary vertical wave oscillation with a period varying from a few minutes to an hour
or more. It is usually attributed to external forces such as strong winds or changes in atmospheric
pressure disturbing the equilibrium of the water surface. Seiche is found both in enclosed bodies
of water and superimposed upon the tides of the open ocean.
seismic sea wave: See tsunami.
shingle: Small, rounded, water-worn stones. Shingle is similar to gravel but with the average size
of stone generally larger.
shore: That part of the land in immediate contact with a body of water, including the area between
high and low water lines.
skeg: A wood or metal “fin” that extends beneath the keel at the stern of small craft to increase
the stability of the craft with respect to yawing: it may extend abaft the keel and protect the
propeller from the ground.
ship: A large self-powered, ocean-going vessel which is usually operated on the high seas for
commercial transportation of cargo or passengers, or for the national defense, or scientific
purposes, in short, all vessels used primarily for recreation, racing, etc. (which are usually referred
to as “small craft”). A deep-draft vessel. In maritime law, the word ship is equivalent to vessel,
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and it is not the form, the construction, the rig, the equipment, or the means of propulsion that
makes a ship, but the purpose and business of the craft as an instrument of marine transportation.
See deep-draft and small craft.
shoal: An elevation of the bottom, composed of unconsolidated (soft) material (i.e., any material
other than rock or coral), which constitutes a danger to surface vessels. As a guideline, shoals may
be considered to be covered by less than 10 fathoms. (See ledge, reef, and rock.)
slip: The area of water between two piers.
strength of current: The phase of tidal current in which the velocity is a maximum; also the
velocity at this time. This may be classified as flood strength or ebb strength, depending upon
which current is involved.
submerged: A rock covered at the chart datum. In the charting of the NOS, a submerged rock
symbol is used when the rock is covered more than one foot at mean low water for the Atlantic
coast, and covered more than two feet at mean lower low water for the Pacific coast. (See rock,
bare rock, and rock awash.)
swash channel: A channel through a sandbar created by wave and current action. Such a channel
is constantly changing.
tank: A tank, usually for holding water, elevated high above the ground by a tall skeleton
framework.
tank, gas, or oil: The compound name is used on charted landmarks. Such tanks usually have a
base resting on the ground or other foundation, and the height is not much greater than the
diameter.
tidal wave: See tsunami.
tide rips: Small waves formed on the surface of water by the meeting of opposing tidal currents
or by a tidal current crossing an irregular bottom. Vertical oscillation, rather than progressive
waves, is characteristic of tide rips.
tower: A structure very high in proportion to its horizontal size, rising from the ground or
building.
transit shed: A building on a wharf or pier for the temporary storage of goods in transit between
ship and railhead or warehouse.
tsunamis (seismic sea waves): A wave set up by a submarine earthquake, landslide, or volcanic
action. Many such seismic disturbances do not produce sea waves and often those produced are
small, but he occasional large wave can be very damaging to shore installations and dangerous to
ship in harbors. The destructive wave is commonly referred to a “tidal wave,” a term which is
technically incorrect, as it is not the result of tide-producing forces.
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USACE: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
USCG: U.S. Coast Guard
vessel: A very general term for all craft capable of floating on water.
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